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Study Team,
I am a 23 year resident of Avra Valley and a Realtor in Tucson. My adobe home on 4 acres is in
the I-11 study area.
I am against the Avra Valley route for many reasons.
We moved to this unique area for the nature and quiet desert that must be protected. Much of
the I-11study area was set aside as protected lands and I-11 goes against these protections.
Avra Vally is the source of the City of Tucson’s WATER. The CAP canal and Tucson’s water
needs to be protected from the pollution and hazards that vehicles would bring.
Tucson has many visitors who come ONLY to enjoy the amazing Desert and Parks. Avra Valley
is home to many of Tucson’s top tourist destinations including Saguaro National Park, ArizonaSonora Desert Museum, Tucson Mountain Park, Kitt Peak National Observatory, and Ironwood
National Monument. I-11 would destroy these unique places for desert animals, visitors and
residence.
The City of Tucson Web site: “Tourism accounts for one of every 10 jobs and adds over $1.8
billion per year to the local economy. Travel and tourism produce 40,000 jobs in all of the
sectors listed in the Employment section above, and has been one of the most rapidly growing
industries in Tucson.”
Are we willing to destroy a huge part of the $1.8 billion per year to the local economy?
Future needs will change. I am a Realtor and work with new and established resident’s in all of
Tucson. Locals won’t even drive across town, they want to stay in their own areas. I don’t see
locals using I-11 in Avra Valley since it is far West of Tucson.
Autonomous vehicles are in the near future and will change our transportation needs.
I am for improving I-10 and I-19 as the best option.
I-10 should have more lanes added from Phoenix to Tucson. This route already exists. Currently
I-10 goes from 4 to 3 to 2 lanes in some stretches.
2 lanes is ridiculous! Double deck I-10 through Tucson.

Please take the Avra Valley option off the table.
Sincerely,
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June 2, 2017
Interstate 11 Tier 1 EIS Study Team
c/o ADOT Communications
1655 W. Jackson St., MD 126F
Phoenix, AZ 85007
RE: Comments on Corridor Alternatives for the Proposed Interstate 11 Tier 1
Environmental Impact Statement, Nogales to Wickenburg
To Whom It May Concern:
The Coalition for Sonoran Desert Protection appreciates the opportunity to provide
comments on the corridor alternatives presented for the proposed Interstate 11 Tier 1
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS), Nogales to Wickenburg.
We submit the enclosed comments on behalf of the Coalition for Sonoran Desert
Protection, founded in 1998 and comprised of 30 environmental and community groups
working in Pima County, Arizona. Our mission is to achieve the long-term conservation of
biological diversity and ecological function of the Sonoran Desert through comprehensive
land-use planning, with primary emphasis on Pima County’s Sonoran Desert Conservation
Plan. We achieve this mission by advocating for: 1) protecting and conserving Pima
County’s most biologically rich areas, 2) directing development to appropriate land, and 3)
requiring appropriate mitigation for impacts to habitat and wildlife species.
In summary, our comments on the corridor alternatives highlight: 1) the need for further
evaluation of the purpose and need for this project, 2) major environmental impacts that
should be considered statewide and particularly in Pima County as the proposed corridor
alternatives are evaluated, and 3) the need for a coordinated evaluation of all
transportation alternatives, including multi-modal solutions and the inclusion of expanded
rail service.
We are in opposition to Corridor Alternatives C and D in particular. Corridors C and D would
both have grave and devastating environmental impacts to Pima County. This includes:
 Impacts to federal lands such as Saguaro National Park, Ironwood Forest National
Monument, and the Bureau of Reclamation’s Central Arizona Project Mitigation
Corridor.
 Impacts to local conservation lands such as Tucson Mountain Park and Pima
County’s Conservation Lands System.
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Impacts to planned mitigation lands for Pima County’s Incidental Take Permit and MultiSpecies Habitat Conservation Plan, which was finalized in October 2016 and is now being
actively implemented, along with planned mitigation lands for an Incidental Take Permit
submitted by the City of Tucson to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service in 2014 (currently
under review).
Impacts to critical wildlife linkages and connectivity between large wildland blocks as
described in the 2006 Arizona’s Wildlife Linkages Assessment (completed by a diverse
group of statewide stakeholders) and the 2012 Pima County Wildlife Connectivity
Assessment (conducted by the Arizona Game and Fish Department (AzGFD)), including the
Coyote-Ironwood-Tucson Wildlife Linkage and the Ironwood-Picacho Wildlife Linkage.
Impacts to increasingly rare riparian habitat.

Purpose and Need
First and foremost, we strongly believe that ADOT should clearly and thoroughly demonstrate the
need for this corridor based on the best available science and data. This includes the most current
transportation and growth models and current and projected traffic volumes. The analysis must
include established plans to continue widening Interstate 10 and improving capacity from Mexico’s
Mariposa Port of Entry and the recent approval of ADOT’s 2017-2021 Five Year Plan. Elements of
this Five Year Plan that must be considered include, but are not limited to, State Route 189:
Nogales to Interstate 19; Interstate 19: Ajo Way traffic interchange, and; Interstate 10: State Route
87 to Picacho, Earley Road to Interstate 8, Ina Road traffic interchange, Houghton Road traffic
interchange, Ruthrauff Road traffic interchange, Kino Parkway traffic interchange, and Country
Club Road traffic interchange.
Also of note is Representative Ann Kirkpatrick's July 5, 2016 announcement of $54 million secured
in a highway grant for ADOTs I-10 Phoenix to Tucson Corridor Improvements Project, via the U.S.
Department of Transportation's competitive FASTLANE program. Tucson Mayor Rothschild said,
"Completing expansion of I-10 between Tucson and Phoenix, which now alternates between two
and three lanes in each direction, will result in a safer, more efficient highway for people and
freight, and that's very good news for Tucson, Phoenix and the state as a whole."1
Finally, ADOT’s 2011 “State Rail Plan” was developed to address the needs of both freight and
passengers and should be considered and included in the analysis for the proposed corridor
alternatives for Interstate 112.

1

See http://www.wbtv.com/story/32378220/southern-az-receives-grant-to-improve-i-10between-phoenix-and-tucson.
2

See: https://www.azdot.gov/docs/planning/state-rail-plan.pdf?sfvrsn=0. This rail plan was based off of this study
completed in 2010: https://www.azdot.gov/docs/planning/rail-framework-study-final-report.pdf?sfvrsn=0
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Major Environmental Impacts for Evaluation for Corridors C and D
Impacts to Federal and Local Protected Areas
Corridors C and D would both have significant direct, indirect and cumulative impacts to a wide
portfolio of federal and local protected areas and the biological resources they contain. Corridors C
and D would negatively impact Saguaro National Park, Tucson Mountain Park, Ironwood Forest
National Monument, the Bureau of Reclamation’s Central Arizona Project Mitigation Corridor, and
mitigation lands for Pima County’s federal Incidental Take Permit (ITP) and Multi-Species Habitat
Conservation Plan which was finalized in October 2016. Pima County is now actively implementing
this 30-year Multi-Species Conservation Plan and mitigation lands in Avra Valley are critical to its
long-term success. The City of Tucson submitted their Avra Valley Habitat Conservation Plan to the
FWS in November 2014 and this HCP is currently under review. In addition, Corridors B, C, and D
would negatively impact smaller, yet still vitally important, local protected areas such as Tortolita
Mountain Park, the Hardy Wash system and Arthur Pack Regional Park, and others. All of these
protected lands are public investments in conservation.
We strongly emphasize that we and many others have commented in the past that local
conservation lands are just as important to consider as federal conservation lands in Pima
County. This has become even more true since the EIS Scoping comment period in 2016. Since
then, Pima County has received their Incidental Take Permit and is now actively implementing
their 30-year Multi-Species Conservation Plan. The success of this plan depends on the health
and integrity of Pima County’s mitigation lands, many of which are located in Avra Valley, and
directly in the path of proposed Corridor Alternatives C and D. It has been disappointing to see a
general lack of awareness and acknowledgement of these important local conservation lands in
recent public presentations and materials and we encourage you to more visibly and vocally
address potential impacts to these lands in the future.
For all corridor alternatives, please note that reduced ecological values due to the effects of
fragmentation by any proposed infrastructure developments, including highways, should be
avoided to the greatest extent practicable; any unavoidable impacts should be minimized; and all
impacts should be mitigated to the fullest extent where avoidance and minimization are deemed
impossible.
Impacts to Wildlife Linkages
Corridors C and D would sever critical wildlife linkages that have been identified for protection by
state and local agencies through various planning processes. Pima County’s Sonoran Desert
Conservation Plan, a nationally-recognized regional conservation plan developed and
implemented over the last 19 years, identifies a Critical Landscape Connection across the Central
Arizona Project canal in Avra Valley. The Arizona Wildlife Linkages Workgroup, spearheaded by
ADOT and AzGFD, identified the Avra Valley linkage zone and Ironwood-Tortolita linkage zone in
the 2006 Arizona’s Wildlife Linkages Assessment. More recently, AzGFD’s 2012 Pima County
Wildlife Connectivity Assessment identified and modeled the Coyote-Ironwood-Tucson Wildlife
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Linkage Design, including large swaths of land in Avra Valley. Corridors E and F would also sever
the Ironwood-Picacho wildlife linkage.
Corridor B would negatively impact a highly threatened wildlife linkage between the Tucson and
Tortolita Mountains and the larger study area skirts the edge of another highly threatened wildlife
linkage between the Tortolita and Santa Catalina Mountains. Both of these wildlife linkages have
been the focus of substantial public investment in recent years by the state of Arizona, Pima
County, and other local jurisdictions. In March 2016, the Sonoran Desert’s first wildlife bridge,
funded by Pima County’s Regional Transportation Authority, was completed in the Santa CatalinaTortolita Mountains wildlife linkage. Smaller wildlife underpasses are planned for Tangerine Road
and Silverbell Road within the Tucson-Tortolita Mountains wildlife linkage.
In general, severed wildland blocks create isolated wildlife populations, which then become more
susceptible to extinction than connected populations. Connectivity is also necessary for wildlife to
move across the landscape as they attempt to adapt to rapidly changing habitat conditions driven
by climate change. Thus, the impact of a massive linear feature, such as a new highway severing
any important movement area for wildlife, cannot be adequately mitigated off-site. This is
especially true in the Tucson Mountains, home to Saguaro National Park. Scientists are becoming
increasingly concerned about the isolation of this wildland block as development pressures
increase from the east and north. Corridors C and D would only further cement the total isolation
of wildlife that live in the Tucson Mountains and Saguaro National Park. This would result in
devastating and irreversible consequences for wildlife diversity, genetic health, and overall
ecosystem resilience in this area.
Impacts to Pima County’s Conservation Lands System
All proposed corridor alternatives for Interstate 11 would impact lands identified in the Sonoran
Desert Conservation Plan’s Conservation Lands System (CLS). The CLS was first adopted in
compliance with Arizona state law by Pima County in 2001 (and further amended in 2005) as a
part of the Environmental Element of the County’s required Comprehensive Land Use Plan. The
County convened a Science Technical Advisory Team (STAT), comprised of members of the FWS,
AzGFD, National Park Service, professional biologists and natural resource academics. The CLS
consists of a STAT-driven, scientifically-based map and set of policy guidelines for Pima County’s
most biologically-rich lands. These lands include Important Riparian Areas (IRAs), Biological Core
Areas, Multiple Use Management Areas, and Species Special Management Areas. Each land
category has recommended open space guidelines that are applied when landowners request a
rezoning or other discretionary action from the County.
The CLS is a cornerstone of the SDCP and has guided land use and conservation decisions in Pima
County since its adoption. We reiterate that implementation of the CLS is a foundational piece of
Pima County’s federal ITP under Section 10 of the Endangered Species Act. Impacts to Pima
County’s SDCP and the CLS must be considered when analyzing all proposed corridor
alternatives. All impacts to CLS acreage must be fully mitigated as close to the area of impact as
possible, with habitat as good, or better, than that impacted.
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Impacts to Riparian Habitat
All proposed corridor alternatives would undoubtedly destroy and/or degrade important, and
increasingly rare, riparian habitat. Some 80% of vertebrate species in the arid southwest region are
dependent on riparian areas for at least part of their life cycle; over half of these cannot survive
without access to riparian areas (Noss and Peters 1995).
The Arizona Partners in Flight Bird Conservation Plan states:
“Riparian woodlands comprise a very limited geographical area that is entirely disproportionate to
their landscape importance… and immense biological interest (Lowe and Brown 1973). It has been
estimated that only 1% of the western United States historically constituted this habitat type, and
that 95% of the historic total has been altered or destroyed in the past 100 years (Krueper 1993,
1996). Riparian woodlands are among the most severely threatened habitats within Arizona.
Maintenance of existing patches of this habitat, and restoration of mature riparian deciduous
forests, should be among the top conservation priorities in the state.”3
Riparian habitat is valued for its multiple benefits to people as well as wildlife; it protects the
natural functions of the floodplains, provides shelter, food, and natural beauty, prevents erosion,
protects water quality, and increases groundwater recharge. Riparian habitat contains higher
water availability, vegetation density, and biological productivity. Pima County has developed
riparian conservation guidelines that make every effort to protect, restore, and enhance on-site
the structure and functions of the CLS’s IRAs and other riparian systems. Off-site mitigation of
riparian resources is a less favorable option and is constrained by the lack of riparian habitat
available with which to mitigate. Every effort should be made to avoid, protect, restore, and
enhance the structure and functions of riparian areas. The CLS set aside guideline for IRAs is 95%
of any given area of impact.

Impacts to at-risk species
All proposed corridor alternatives would negatively impact a range of specific wildlife species and
especially those classified as federally “endangered” or “threatened,” those identified by the state
of Arizona HabiMap as “species of conservation concern or species of economic and recreational
importance,” and those identified by Pima County and FWS as “vulnerable” under the SDCP. Some
of these species include, but are not limited to:
Aberts towhee
Bell's vireo
Western burrowing owl
3

http://www.azgfd.gov/pdfs/w_c/partners_flight/APIF%20Conservation%20Plan.1999.Final.pdf
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Cactus ferruginous pygmy-owl
Western yellow-billed cuckoo
Swainson’s hawk
Rufous-winged sparrow
Giant spotted whiptail
Pima pineapple cactus
Nichol turk’s head cactus
California leaf-nosed bat
Mexican long-tailed bat
Pale Townsend’s big-eared bat
Lesser long-nosed bat
Merriam's mouse
Jaguar
Ocelot
Impacts from noise and light pollution
All corridor alternatives would negatively impact resident and migratory wildlife and the wildlife
habitats and corridors they utilize through noise and light pollution. Corridors C and D would
especially impact the integrity of the dark skies required for astronomical observatories such as
the two reflective telescopes of the MDM Observatory, the Mount Lemmon Observatory, the Kitt
Peak National Observatory, the Steward Observatory, the Fred Lawrence Whipple Observatory,
and the Massive Monolithic Telescope, through light pollution, both from vehicle headlights and
from reasonably foreseeable future commercial and residential development.
Broader Impacts
Other factors that must be analyzed for all corridor alternatives include how continued climate
change will impact Arizona’s water resources and projected population growth; public health
implications; environmental impacts; and long-term impacts on local and regional land-use plans.
Corridors C and D through Avra Valley would dramatically increase accessibility and thus
encourage commercial and residential development in this area. Such exurban development
would result in even more habitat fragmentation, cause local governments to incur large financial
responsibilities for new infrastructure costs and maintenance, and force major changes to existing
local and regional land-use and zoning designations. Existing land use plans have already identified
areas most appropriate for growth as mandated by state law and any new transportation corridors
should be appropriately sited within those existing identified growth areas.
Additionally, a cost-benefit analysis of alternative(s) that involve double-decking I-19 and/or I-10
should be completed. This approach could reduce the cost of ROW acquisition and potentially
avoid any new impacts in the Avra Valley. However, there would be increased environmental
impacts from further fragmentation of the Tucson-Tortolita Mountains wildlife linkage corridor,
which could be mitigated by construction of a wildlife crossing structure over I-10, as was recently
successfully done on SR 77. The feasibility of such a structure has previously been discussed and
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June 2, 2017

Sent Via: U.S. Mail and Electronic Mail
Mr. Jay Van Echo
I-11ADOTStudy@hdrinc.com
Project Manager
JVanecho@azdot.com
Interstate 11 Tier I EIS Study Team
Arizona Department of Transportation Communications
Phoenix, AZ 85007
Re:

Estrella Mountain Ranch Developers, LLC (Estrella) - Comments on the
Alternative Routes Being Considered for Interstate 11

Dear Mr. Van Echo,
Thank you for the opportunity presented to the stakeholders and community members
to provide input on the various corridor route alternatives being considered by ADOT for
the future Interstate 11 corridor through Central Arizona. I had the pleasure of attending
the Agency Coordination Meeting in Avondale on Tuesday, May 16, 2017 where I was
able to look at the various project graphics. Please accept my complements on the
excellent and informative Agency Coordination Meeting, your slide presentation, and the
very informative and user-friendly display graphics.
Through this letter, on behalf of Newland Real Estate Group, LLC, as Development
Manager for Estrella Mountain Ranch Developers, LLC, I would like to put on record our
strong preference for the I-11 alignment alternatives ‘M’ and ‘N’ as shown on the Central
Section Maps during the recent Agency Coordination and Public Information Meetings.
As you know, Estrella Mountain Ranch Developers, LLC (through its subsidiaries) owns
approximately 20,000 acres of combined land (called “Estrella”) just west of the Estrella
Mountains in the west valley of the Phoenix Metropolitan Area. Estrella was originally
named Estrella Mountain Ranch when it was initially planned and development was
initiated in 1985, but the name has subsequently been shortened to Estrella for ease in
marketing purposes. Estrella is a master planned community located within City of
Goodyear, AZ and is uniquely situated in a broad valley between several prominent
natural features, including the Gila River, the Sierra Estrella Mountains, and the
Sonoran Desert National Monument.
Estrella accounts for roughly 32 square miles of the City of Goodyear (roughly 20% of
land area within the City of Goodyear), and is located just south of I-10, and in close
proximity to the I-10/SR 303L Systems Interchange. At build-out, Estrella is expected to
provide a total of approximately 51,000 residential units (approximately 144,000
residents [using an average household size of 2.82; Source: Estrella Strategic Plan –
December 31, 2006]) and is anticipated to create 51,644 jobs. At present, Estrella is
home to approximately 14,000 residents. Estrella is anticipated to help in realizing the
City’s vision for a resilient and diversified economy by providing an opportunity for
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Re:

Newland Communities’ (Estrella) - Comments on the Alternative Routes
Being Considered for Interstate 11

locally based employment and economic opportunity, and serve as a home to an
educated and healthy workforce. Estrella master planned community provides a wellconnected roadway network, and aims to provide an efficient multimodal transit system
and options for other modes of travel. As you can imagine, the development potential of
the Estrella community is directly linked to the future SR 303L South Extension and
Interstate 11 Trade Corridor going through this area.
The master plan for Estrella was developed in the early 2,000’s with the assumption that
the future SR 303L South would cross the Gila River and remain west of the Estrella
community and then traverse to the east through Estrella between the Germann Road
and Queen Creek Road alignments. The key theme of the strategic development plan
for the community identified four activity centers within the community, with the future
freeway corridor providing access to these centers of business and commerce. The
freeway corridor would provide opportunities for local and regional economic
development. The Estrella Strategic Development Plan is attached to this letter
(Appendix A) for your reference. The master plan for Estrella was developed in
coordination with the City of Goodyear, and the City bought into the concept of
connected activity centers when it adopted the Estrella master plan into its General Plan
document.
The City of Goodyear 2025 General Plan, in its future Land Use and Transportation
Plan, identified the SR 303L/I-11 corridor as a major transportation artery through the
city, and through the Estrella Mountain Ranch Development. The Land Use and
Transportation Plan (see attached Appendix B) identified a generally north-south
freeway alignment, which corresponds with the I-11 alternative alignment “N”.
Additionally, a generally east-west freeway alignment is also shown in the General Plan
that corresponds to the I-11 alternative alignment “M”. The City of Goodyear envisions
the Estrella master planned community playing a critical role in the growth of the City by
providing a compatible mix of land uses that foster a quality community; providing an
integrated lifestyle with residential neighborhoods, commercial activity centers, and a
variety of trails, open space, and recreational activities; and ensuring that a good mix of
land uses and zoning will ensure a stable revenue stream in the future.
The I-8/I-10 Hidden Valley Transportation Framework Study conducted by the Maricopa
Association of Governments (MAG) also identified the future SR 303L South freeway
corridor (alignment “N”) and the future Hassayampa Freeway (alignment “M”) as part of
the Recommended Framework (Appendix C). In addition, the Interstate 10/Hassayampa
Valley Transportation Framework Study also called for the SR 303L South Extension
(Appendix D).
The City of Goodyear and Estrella Mountain Ranch Developers, LLC have made
significant investments in our community’s future by planning for development around a
future interstate highway/freeway corridor. As mentioned before, the four existing and
proposed economic activity centers within the Estrella master planned community would
be strongly supported and enhanced by the access and substantial mobility capacity
provided by a future SR 303L South extension/I-11 trade corridor. These freeway
Page 2
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Re:

Newland Communities’ (Estrella) - Comments on the Alternative Routes
Being Considered for Interstate 11

corridors are the backbone of regional economic development envisioned within Estrella
and city of Goodyear.
Should ADOT’s Alternative Selection Report process for the I-11 Corridor result in the
selection of alignments “M” and/or “N” as a result of technical analysis and public input,
Newland Communities would be willing to discuss opportunities for dedication of rightof-way for the corridor where it crosses the Estrella master planned community.
Please feel free to contact me at (602) 468-0800 if you have any questions or concerns
regarding Newland Real Estate Group, LLC and Estrella Mountain Ranch Developers,
LLCs position on this very important project.
Thank you.
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Comments on Corridor Alternatives for the Proposed Interstate 11
- Friends of Ironwood Forest, May 2017
The Friends of Ironwood Forest submit the following comments for your consideration with respect to
alternative Corridors for Interstate 11, Nogales to Wickenburg, Arizona.
We believe that a corridor alignment west of the Tucson Mountains, through Avra Valley, either
Corridor C or D as described in the Public Information Meeting, May 2017, has significant negative
impacts that make it less preferable than alternatives for widening or double-decking I-10 east of the
Tucson Mountains. We recommend that the following factors be considered in evaluating alternative
corridors, and that they be discussed in the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS).
Proximity to Public Lands:
A corridor alignment in Avra Valley would place the highway in close proximity to a number of lands
that are of special importance to the public. West of Avra Valley are Ironwood Forest National
Monument and the Tohono O’odham Nation. East of Avra Valley are the Tucson Mountain District of
Saguaro National Park, the Tucson Mountain County Park, and the Arizona Sonora Desert Museum.
An Avra Valley alignment would pass between the east and west portions of these lands. The
following figure illustrates the highly restricted situation in the vicinity of Mile Wide Road:

A major concern is that the “Level of Detail” presented to the Public in the May 2017 Information
Meeting establishes a corridor width of only 2000 feet, or 1000 feet on either side of the corridor
centerline. There is no justification given for the selection of this width. This width might be
appropriate for defining the location of alternative corridors, but the wording of the presentation
implies that environmental impacts will be evaluated only inside this corridor width for each of the
alternative corridors. This limit is totally inadequate for evaluating the impacts of I-11 on nearby
public lands. Environmental impacts such as noise and disturbance of scenic quality will certainly be
felt over much greater distances in natural areas such as parks and monuments. So the
Environmental Impact Statement must evaluate impacts over much greater distances, at least a few
miles, wherever a proposed alternative corridor is within a few miles of public lands.
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Space is especially restricted in the vicinity of Mile Wide Road where the Tohono O’ohdam Nation is
only 1.5 miles from Saguaro National Park and only 1.6 Miles from Tucson Mountain Park, while
Ironwood Forest National Monument is only 2.1 miles from Saguaro National Park. These restrictions
leave very little room for location of a multilane highway. Further restriction is associated with the
Tucson Mitigation Corridor (TMC), discussed below relative to wildlife movement.
Bisecting our public lands with a heavily used transportation corridor would have a negative impact on
the experience sought by visitors, including scenery, lack of noise, wildlife, and natural character.
These are qualities that make Tucson an attractive tourist destination, and provide Tucson residents
with a valuable urban wilderness experience. Some of the lands in Avra Valley that are not public are
occupied by residents who place a high value on the natural, rural character of their surroundings.
These factors all have an economic impact on tourism and real estate, which must also be discussed
and evaluated in the EIS.
Of course, it’s very difficult to place a quantitative value on the basic human need for natural, wild
places. At a time when there is a growing scarcity of such places, the impacts on nearby public lands
have become more important, and must be given a heavy emphasis in the selection of a corridor
alternative. Because of restricted space between public lands in Avra Valley, these impacts are the
ones most difficult to mitigate, short of constructing the highway somewhere else, such as east of the
Tucson Mountains.
Impacts on Wildlife Movement:
With a relatively sparse human population, Avra Valley presently has relatively little impediment to
east-west wildlife travel. As an example, bighorn sheep from Ironwood Forest have recently been
sighted at numerous places in the Tucson Mountains. An Avra Valley alignment of I-11 could have a
serious impact on such wildlife movement, and could lead to inbreeding of wildlife in the Tucson
Mountains, trapped between metropolitan Tucson on one side and the I-11 highway on the other side.
To mitigate this impact, the design of any major highway through Avra Valley would have to allow for
east-west wildlife movement over the approximately 10 to 12 mile extent of the Tucson Mountains.
There are two regions to be considered with respect to wildlife movement, the Tucson Mitigation
Corridor (TMC), and the area north of the TMC approximately up to Avra Valley Road. A current
impediment to east-west wildlife movement is the Central Arizona Project (CAP) canal.
The purpose of the TMC is to allow east-west wildlife crossing of the CAP canal by means of wildlife
crossings over a series of submerged portions of the canal. The bighorn sheep noted above likely
crossed through the TMC. The TMC was established by the Bureau of Reclamation in 1990, and is
managed by Pima County. The TMC consists of 2720 acres (4.25 square miles) south of Mile Wide
Road, connecting the Tohono O’ohdam Nation with Tucson Mountain Park. Sandario Road forms the
western boundary. Future development, except for wildlife habitat improvement, is prohibited within
the TMC. Therefore, a new grade level multilane highway would be currently prohibited in the TMC.
Suggestions have been made for elevating I-11 through the TMC, using a structural base within the
existing 80 feet right of way of Sandario Road, and/or for obtaining an increased width for the right of
way. An enlarged right of way would not only affect the design of the supporting structure for an
elevated highway, but might also allow consideration of a grade level highway. This in turn would
require additional dedicated wildlife crossings of the multilane highway. There could also be a
monetary cost associated with acquisition of an enlarged right of way. In addition, any scheme must
include a means for accommodating the traffic currently handled by Sandario Road, and this must be
described in the EIS. In any event, preserving the goals of the TMC, with minimal impact on wildlife
movement, is a major objective that must be satisfied in evaluating alternative I-11 corridors.
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North of the TMC and south of Avra Valley Road in Avra Valley, satellite imagery shows about a half
dozen small roads (paved and unpaved) crossing over the CAP canal, and a few crossings not
associated with roads. Although bighorn sheep might not use these crossings, there is a possibility
that these crossings are used by other species. The EIS must evaluate the amount of wildlife usage
on these canal crossings in order to establish corresponding requirements for dedicated wildlife
crossings over I-11 north of the TMC that would assure continuity of east-west wildlife movement.
Summary
An I-11 corridor through Avra Valley would have detrimental impacts on nearby public lands and on
natural wildlife movement. The EIS must discuss all of these impacts in comparing an
Avra Valley alignment with double-decking or widening of I-10 east of the Tucson Mountains.
Thank you for considering these comments, and please let us know if you require any clarification.
Please keep the Friends of Ironwood Forest informed of updates on the I-11 planning process.
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I-11ADOTSStudy@hdrinc.com

June 2, 2016
Comments Concerning Corridor Alternatives for the Proposed Interstate 11 Tier 1
Environmental Impact Statement, Nogales to Wickenburg.
With this submission the Friends of the Sonoran Desert (FSD), a charitable
organization registered in the State of Arizona, is providing our comments on the
above. We appreciate the opportunity to provide these comments.
FSD is strongly opposed to siting of this new proposed Interstate highway
through the Avra Valley. We share the concerns and opposition to the proposed
siting advanced by the Coalition for Sonoran Desert Protection, the Pima County
Board of Supervisors (including through their resolution No. 2007-343), and
others in the region. Siting in Avra Valley will come at the cost of irreversible
damage to the valley and its unique financial, recreational and natural resource
contributions to the broader Tucson community and Pima County.
The transportation corridor conceived in this project is clearly and readily better
suited through integration with the existing I-10 corridor. Fundamentally the
highway and associated support structures and facilities will not be a major
impact on the existing purpose of the existing I-10 corridor and the economic
base for its purposes.
Avra Valley is the site of world famous Federal and County protected areas and
stewardship programs with important wildlife populations that transit between
the protected and other habitats in the valley. The integrity of this carefully
developed regime is vitally important to the nationally recognized Sonora Desert
Conservation Plan and the precedent setting Federal Incidental Take Permit
secured through years of effort and work by Pima County and U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service officials and many others. There is no mitigation conceivable for
the damage to the natural resources and their stewardship that would be
suffered by the construction of a new and major highway through this valued
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environment which has been the subject of significant investment by the Federal
and local governments, and taxpayers.
We are particularly concerned about the isolation and erosion of the value of the
Saguaro National Park. Tucson is world famous for this Federal park that clearly is
a major economic and recreational asset to our region. Coupled with the Tucson
Mountain Park and the Ironwood Forest National Monument, and other Federal
protected lands, this combination of strategically designed and located habitats
are a priceless asset for Tucson and Southern Arizona. The absolute barrier of a
siting of I-11 through the Avra Valley and the blight of its presence will be a
permanent, unnecessary loss of the values that so many have worked so long to
provide for future generations of Arizonans and visitors to our communities. The
siting of I-11 through the Avra Valley would be a perfunctory squandering of past
investments and future promise for community and region.
None of these costs would be incurred by integrating the I-11 corridor with the
existing I-10 corridor. This should not be a difficult decision.
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June 2, 2017
As a resident of Tucson, I am strongly opposed to the Interstate 11 corridor from Nogales to
Wickenburg as currently envisioned.
I am very concerned about preservation and protection of our beautiful Sonoran Desert,
protecting adequate wildlife linkages in Tucson and Pima County, as well as the urgent need for
a sensible and appropriate water policy in our desert region. I am also concerned about the
economic viability of our region.
Construction of a new highway in the area of the proposed I 11 corridor (Avra Vally) which
currently has no transportation or telecommunications infrastructure would cut off essential
wildlife linkages, destroy the desert environment and ecosystem, and require huge amounts of
fossil fuel and water to build and maintain. It would also harm the economic activities of
numerous businesses along Interstate 10. Finally, the construction, maintenance and use of this
new highway would add to dust and noise pollution in sensitive wildlife and national and city
park areas adjacent to the proposed new highway.
This construction in Avra Valley will inevitably lead to further commercial and residential
development along this corridor, exponentially increasing the harm done.
I am not certain that we actually need a new highway at all. Therefore, I urge you to either
choose a “no build” option, or plan for an improvement in the current Interstate 10/Interstate 19
using rail, non-fossil fuel energy sources, employing state of the art methods for dust and noise
abatement and hiring local labor.
Thank you.
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Comments on I-11 Alignment (Segments I, L, & N and V)
May 25, 2017
I am a sixth-generation Arizonan, GPEC Board Member, Pinal Partnership Executive Board Member, served on the
Maricopa County Planning and Zoning Commission for 10 years, and I’m a property owner and developer throughout
both Pinal and Maricopa County representing Arcus Capital, Circle G, and Landmark Companies. From the vantage
point of those various roles, I can see both the value and impacts of transportation alignment decisions both
generationally and holistically to a region. From that, I applaud the effort as a region and a state to partner in making I11 happen. This will be a massive step forward in international trade as well as a huge boost to our local economies
and interconnectedness. With those thoughts in mind I state the following:
•
•
•

I support the Interstate 11 Environmental Impact Statement and would like to express my support for I-11
segments I, L, and N.
I support the attached statement by the Pinal County I-11 Coalition as being consistent with segments I, L, and
N.
North of I-10 I support the Hassayampa Freeway corridor established by MAG or segment V. This alignment
is consistent with the City of Buckeye master plan and will provide maximum leverage of economic
development opportunity.

The Case for Section I/L/N (Casa Grande, City of Maricopa, Mobile and Rainbow Valley):
The City of Maricopa and Casa Grande are both a critical existing and emerging economic development corridor.
These areas represent a significant majority of future population growth not just in Pinal County, but in the Greater
Phoenix and Central Arizona Region in general. Bringing I-11 through Section I is an ideal way for I-11 to leverage
the momentum in that corridor to serve both connectivity and economic development goals. It will also fill in a critical
missing link in the effort to make a truly connected regional community between the rapidly growing cities of Pinal
and Maricopa Counties.
Echoing the attached Pinal County I-11 Coalition statement, segments I, L, and N are consistent and interconnected
with the Pinal County “Regionally Significant Routes for Safety & Mobility” as well as the “Proposed Regional
Transportation Authority Projects” or Pinal RTA. There is significant collaboration and support for the Pinal RTA
including a major funding initiative that will include support for and interconnection with the I-11 segments I, L, and
N.
When comparing the Section I/L/N scenario to the alternative K/H/Q1/Q2 scenario, here are some key considerations.
1) Section I/L/N goes through future growth corridors that will include significant economic development for the bulk
of the route. This includes growth in southern portion of Goodyear, Rainbow Valley, Mobile Valley, City of Maricopa,
and Casa Grande. While the K/H/Q1/Q2 scenario will see activity on the northern leg of SR-85, the bulk of that route
will not see growth either because of its route through the Sonoran Desert Monument or because the private land is so
far away from the patterns of growth. That route misses the opportunity to bring both connectivity and economic
development to the corridors that will see that growth in the coming decades.
2) A critical role for the I-11 segment connecting I-8 in Pinal county and I-10 west valley is to connect the significant
existing and emerging economic development happening in those two submarkets. The west valley has long been
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establishing itself with distribution connectivity to the California Long Beach shipping ports as well as manufacturing.
Pinal County in the vicinity of Section I has long been a source of agricultural related manufacturing but is now
emerging a source of high tech manufacturing with companies like Lucid Motors. Connecting the distribution strengths
of the west valley with the manufacturing strengths of Pinal County will be critical over time. Section I/L/N gives a
much shorter, straighter connection between these two critical hubs. This interrelated dynamic becomes much more
acute when you look at the holistic function of built out I-11 connecting commerce from Canada to Mexico to
everything in between. Because the alternative K/H/Q1/Q2 scenario is much longer in distance and more circuitous, it
dilutes and in many ways, disables that connection. The alternative K/H/Q1/Q2 scenario ties into I-10 and SR-85 many
miles west of the core distribution hubs in Goodyear, Buckeye, and other west valley economic centers. That would
cause traffic from Pinal County to back track dozens of miles losing significant efficiencies and discouraging use of
the connection. Section I/L/N, on the other hand, provides direct access to the Loop 303 alignment and Goodyear’s
Sonoran Valley Parkway Project placing that connectivity solidly in the middle of that west valley economic and
distribution activity. This makes the Section I/L/N segment the most ideal and optimized method of connecting two of
our state’s most critical emerging economic hubs of the Phoenix west valley and Western Pinal County.
3) Another key function of I-11 is to reduce core metro Phoenix congestion by creating a method for interstate traffic
to bypass metro Phoenix. Perhaps it can be said the best thing we can do to take pressure off the Broadway curve
congestion is to get the right I-11 formula. Section I/L/N is a much shorter and much straighter route for that bypass
making it much more efficient, desirable, and likely to be used. In addition, it enables traffic that desires to bypass
metro Phoenix to go through a corridor with economic activity as opposed to a corridor with minimal economic
activity. That way we continue to capture and leverage the economic benefits of that traffic.
4) Interconnectivity of multiple transportation corridors is critical. Section I/L/N provides I-11 with the ability to reach
a critical interconnect with the future Loop 303 and Goodyear’s Sonoran Valley Parkway Project. The alternative
K/H/Q1/Q2 scenario eliminates this critical interconnectivity opportunity. (See the attached exhibit.)
5) While point #2 above addresses specifically the economic and commerce corridor value connecting western Pinal
County and the Phoenix west valley, there is a bigger picture consideration. That is the concept of a truly connected
regional community. When you look at the transportation system as a whole that connects the expansive metro of
Maricopa County and Pinal County cities, there are many weak points. But arguably the greatest weak point of all is
the inability for residents in western Pinal County to access the west valley. In terms of creating a truly connected
metro regional community, this is a critical flaw. While the alternative K/H/Q1/Q2 scenario does provide a route, it is
so long and circuitous that it is functionally not practical. We know this because it uses the existing roads of I-8 and
SR-85. We can see today how that route is actually used, or better said, not used. Use of that route to access the west
valley is minimal because it is so long, out of the way, and impractical. Whether to attend a Cardinals Game, or to visit
family in Peoria, or to commute in either direction to a job in the west valley or western Pinal County, the existing
transportation system as reflected in alternative K/H/Q1/Q2 scenario makes that virtually unviable for west Pinal
County residents. In other words, people don’t make that trek now because the exiting route is so long and the
alternative K/H/Q1/Q2 scenario relies on those very same roads. That is a major disconnect in connecting the region as
a community. Section I/L/N provides a new, much straighter, much shorter route bringing the entire region a major
step closer to being a truly connected regional community.
Thank You,
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Although the poor quality of the corridor maps available on the internet makes a
judgment difficult, it seems clear that either of the alternatives through this part of the Avra
Valley would have a devastating effect. In the area of Sandario Road from San Joaquin
Road to West Mile Wide Road it seems inevitable that a significant number of residences
will simply be obliterated by highway construction and the livability of others reduced by
noise and air pollution. Areas further to the north are more difficult to judge because of the
lack of named streets on the maps, but it seems highly likely that significant parts of the
Picture Rocks community will be adversely affected. Homes will be separated from schools,
previously quiet neighborhoods will be subject to traffic noises, and air quality will be
degraded by diesel exhaust. These impacts will disproportionately and unfairly affect the
lives of those whose voices are typically ignored by highway advocates, who never propose
highways through affluent communities and for whom the poor are nearly invisible.

Proposed corridors through the Avra Valley do not meet standards of
environmental justice.

Cumulative Impacts
The Avra Valley has been impacted by development for many years. Much of the
area has been farmed extensively, with ongoing activity in the northern and southern
portions. In the central portion, previously farmed land has been acquired by Tucson Water
to protect the valley aquifer and to support its banking of Central Arizona Project water
both north and south of the Garcia Strip portion of the Tohono O’Odham Nation, which
extends from west to east across the valley up to Sandario Road. Water is banked via
several large ponds on the surface, from which CAP water infuses into the underlying
aquifer. These ponds are visible from any elevated portion of Saguaro National Park and
Tucson Mountain Park. The Central Arizona Project canal itself traverses the valley from
north to south, with a power line and service roads along the full length of the canal.
Likewise, these are visible from the parks. As previously noted, large-lot residential
communities exist at several locations in the valley. Sandario Road is not only an important
highway serving residential, commercial, and emergency responders, but a major
thoroughfare for drug trafficking.
In short, the Avra Valley has suffered a series of environmental insults that have
reduced its serenity and visual appeal, but it has somehow managed to retain something of
its former beauty and sense of isolation from the nearby metropolis. The construction of a
highway through this area will be the last environmental straw, not only bringing more
insults by way of air and visual pollution, but by opening the valley to forms of development
it has not previously seen. It is obvious from the history of the Interstate Highway System
in the United States that development follows the construction of highways. Ironically, we
build more highways to alleviate congestion in existing roads, only to foster more
development, more sprawl, and even more congested traffic. The proposed I-11 through
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Avra Valley will constitute an environmental tipping point from which there will be no
recovery. It will destroy the valley as we now know it.

The proposed corridors through Avra Valley should be eliminated because of their
cumulative negative impact on the environment.

Potential for Environmental Pollution
In addition to the likelihood discussed above that the proposed highway will
negatively affect air quality in the valley, there is a distinct danger of surface and ground
water pollution as well. Trucks carry many things, including dangerous chemicals,
petroleum products, and gasses. And trucks have accidents – whether due to poor
maintenance, negligence, reckless or careless driving, or drug and alcohol use. Trucks that
have accidents frequently spill their contents onto the highway and surrounding land.
Sooner or later there will be such accidents on the proposed highway.
Although it is, again, difficult to judge their routes precisely, it is evident that the
proposed highway corridor will pass near, and more likely over, Tucson Water properties in
Avra Valley. Thus, the potential exists for spills that find their way into the aquifer on which
Tucsonans depend for their drinking water. Moreover, the Brawley Wash traverses the
valley from south to north, ending at the Santa Cruz river. Hence, a spill that occurs in one
location could, if rainfall causes the wash to run, be easily carried downstream from one
place to another. There can be no justification for selecting a highway route that
jeopardizes the water supply of a large metropolitan area, particularly when the alternative
is to return to mining water underneath Tucson itself, a practice that lowered the water
table drastically and contributed to significant subsidence.

On the grounds of danger to water supplies alone the proposed corridors through
the Avra Valley should be eliminated from further consideration.

Impact on Wildlife
When the Central Arizona Project was constructed, the Bureau of Reclamation
undertook several mitigation efforts to make sure that the CAP canal did not interfere with
the movement of wildlife across the Avra Valley between the Tucson Mountains on the east
and various ranges to the west. In addition to providing land bridges that enabled bighorn
sheep, deer, javalina, mountain lions, and other wildlife to move back and forth across the
canal, the Bureau was required to acquire a 4.25 square-mile tract of land extending from
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the Tucson Mountain Park in the east to Sandario Road in the west. This Tucson Mitigation
Corridor is subject to an agreement between Pima County, Arizona Game and Fish, and the
Bureau of Reclamation that it will be subject to no further development that does not
contribute to the purpose for which the Corridor was created.
Clearly an interstate highway through this area will impact the movement of
wildlife; it will do so even if mitigation efforts create underpasses to permit wildlife passage.
The noise, light pollution, and smells of large trucks moving at high speed will probably
degrade the entire area and make it less hospitable for wildlife.
Moreover, the corridors proposed follow Sandario Road through an area that is too
narrow for the passage of an interstate highway. Sandario Road, for two miles, separates
the Tucson Mitigation Corridor to the east and the Garcia Strip portion of the Tohono
O’odham reservation. The highway corridor does not have sufficient width to contain a 400foot-wide interstate highway right of way. Unless the Tohono grant permission to build on
the Garcia Strip, or the Bureau of Reclamation violates its agreement with respect to the
Tucson Mitigation Corridor, the highway cannot be built. Neither of these developments
seems likely.

The proposed corridors through the Avra Valley, and particularly near the Tucson
Mitigation Corridor, will defeat the purposes for which the Corridor was instituted and
further degrade the wildlife-supporting capacity of the area, and for this reason should be
eliminated from further consideration.

Degradation of Saguaro National Park and other Resources
Tourism is a significant part of the economy of Tucson and Pima County, and
Saguaro National Park, Tucson Mountain Park, and the Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum are
key attractions for people visiting the area. The museum, along with numerous hiking trails
in the parks, provide important recreational opportunities, as well as viewpoints from which
one may view an iconic basin-range landscape extending as far as Kitt Peak to the west.
Although existing development somewhat impacts views, the addition of an interstate
highway in the valley will significantly degrade the view shed.
Kitt Peak is also an important consideration. The site of important astronomical
observatories, Kitt Peak already labors under the threat of light pollution from residential
and commercial development in the valley. An interstate highway will directly and indirectly
worsen the situation. Direct impacts are likely because traffic and the lighting associated
with freeway interchanges will immediately make the skies less dark. Indirectly, a highway
through the valley will encourage further commercial and residential development and
hence also create undesirable lighting. Pima County has an enlightened set of zoning
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regulations designed to foster “dark skies,” but there are limits to the extent to which
lighting can be reduced by such means.
Finally, Saguaro National Park is of national and not merely local importance.
Environmental impact studies often look only to local interests and concerns as they
examine the potential impacts of proposals such as highway or power line construction. But
a thriving Saguaro National Park, with abundant wildlife, typical native vegetation such as
the saguaro cactus, and iconic views, is as valuable to a resident of Columbus, Ohio as it is
to those who live in Tucson, the Avra Valley, or elsewhere in Pima County. Saguaro
National Park is a national treasure. Astronomical research at Kitt Peak is of interest to a
national scientific community. A designated wilderness area and wildlife free to move within
a viable ecosystem so close to a major metropolitan area are matters of interest and
concern to all citizens of the United States.

The proposed corridors through Avra Valley will degrade the visitor experience at
the West Unit of Saguaro National Park, Tucson Mountain Park, and the Desert Museum,
and thus negatively affect a significant national resource.

Conclusion
For the reasons outlined above, I believe that all proposed corridors for Interstate
11 that pass through the Avra Valley should be removed from further consideration. In
addition, because I believe that the need for an Interstate 11 project from the Mexican
border to Phoenix has not been demonstrated, I favor the “no build” alternative. If
subsequent experience should indicate the need for greater highway transportation
capacity, the existing Interstates 19 and 10 can be expanded and improved along their
current rights of way sufficiently to meet such need. The future of the transportation of
goods over long distances lies in the improvement of rail services. Likewise, the movement
of people between cities as close as Tucson, Phoenix, and Las Vegas should increasingly
depend upon high-speed passenger rail, which is more energy-efficient than automobiles
and airplanes and fully competitive with airplanes in terms of time consumed in travel.
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June 1, 2017
Interstate 11Tier 1 EIS study team
c/o ADOT Communications
1655 W. Jackson Street,
Mail Drop 126F
Phoenix, AZ 85007
RE: I-11 Alternatives Evaluation; Alternative Routes C and D through Avra
Valley
Dear Study team,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the proposed alternate routes
involving the southern routing of the Interstate 11 through Arizona.
There are numerous reasons why Avra Valley is unsuited for use as an interstate
route.
Initially, please understand the Avra Valley is already in optimum use.
Tourism in Pima County has grown rapidly in the past few years as cited in this
recent news article referencing a 2016 study.
“Tourism at Saguaro National Park generated more than $74 million in economic
benefits to the Tucson area in 2016, says a report by the National Park Service.
The report found that the park, with units east and west of the city, attracted more
than 820,000 visitors who spent a total of $52.8 million in communities near the
park last year. The spending supported 762 jobs in the area, bringing the
reported cumulative benefit to $74.2 million.
That’s a 12 percent increase over the reported economic benefit for 2015, said
Saguaro Park spokeswoman Andy Fisher. She said a 9 percent increase in park
visitation from 2015 to 2016 was one factor in the improved economic benefit.
Among jobs partially supported by park tourism are some in the hospitality and
restaurant industries and professional guiding services, Fisher said.
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“National park tourism is a significant driver in the national economy, returning
more than $10 for every $1 invested in the National Park Service, and it’s a big
factor in our local economy as well,” said Leah McGinnis, superintendent of
Saguaro Park. “We are pleased to be a part of such a vibrant community and are
glad to be able to give back to the Tucson economy.”
The peer-reviewed visitor spending analysis was conducted by economists
Catherine Cullinane Thomas of the U.S. Geological Survey and Lynne Koontz of
the National Park Service.”
The Avra Valley is the home of both the Saguaro National Park as well as the
private enterprise “The Arizona Desert Museum” another great draw for tourism.
A freeway with the associated noise and pollution of trucking traffic would
severely impact tourism on the west side of Tucson.
The Avra Valley, for as wide as it seems, actually has an inadequate
right of way for the proposed roadway. This route passes between the Tohono
O’odham Nation to the west and the Bureau of reclamation’s Tucson Mitigation
Corridor on the east. The existing width is not adequate to construct the I-11 at
this pinch point for either C or D options.
The Avra Valley is home to diverse plant and animal life including the
Saguaro cactus for which the monument adjoining the valley is named. The
animals ranging the area are an integral part of the Southwest’s culture and
biological health. Large animals such as coyotes, bobcats, javalina and mountain
lion require a large land area to travel for food and to meet their basic needs.
Building a freeway between the rocky foothills of the Tucson Mountains and the
edge of the valley will serve to cut off access to their range.
The proposed routes C and D will have a negative impact on the current
residents living in Avra Valley and Picture Rocks. For many years people have
moved into the rural areas of Tucson to pursue a way of live that eschews
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freeways and fast paced living. Communities such as Picture Rocks and others
have sprung up and developed into unique, quirky havens for people choosing
this lifestyle over others. Why should development be forced into communities
that don’t want it? There are sufficient options for building a north south freeway
that do not financially, culturally and environmentally negatively impact quite so
many. It seems unfathomable that, when looking at the breadth of this whole
project, Canada to Mexico that this one little (15 miles as the crow flies) jog west
over to Avra Valley, which will cost tax payers millions, is so important. Build the
freeway on the existing I10; which already runs north and south through this
area.
Thank you for your consideration of my comments.
Sincerely,
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Interstate 11 Tier 1 EIS Study Team
c/o ADOT Communications
1655 W. Jackson Street, Mail Drop 126F
Phoenix, AZ 85007
Comments on Purposed Interstate 11 “Purpose and Need Memorandum – Final” dated February 2017
Corridor Options D, C and B
Following Comments support use of corridor option B:


Existing right-of-way that meets I-11 requirements of 400’ as communicated at the May 2017
public meeting and detailed Section 1.1 of the “Purpose and Need Memorandum”. A review
of Pima County MapGuide indicates existing right-of-way of no less then 425’ (I-10
immediately south of Speedway) plus 100’ of existing rail right-of-way and presumable
easement for high voltage electrical transmission lines on West Side of I-10.



Significant savings to taxpayers. ADOT has estimated that double-decking I-10 from
Ruthrauff to I-19 would save taxpayers nearly $2 billion.



Population and Employment growth appear to be concentrated closer to corridor B as
compared to D / C as illustrated in Figure 3-1 of the “Purpose and Need Memorandum”.



Average Travel time for 2015 and 2035 remain at a service level of A for the Nogales –
Tucson pair as shown on Table 3-2 of the “Purpose and Need Memorandum”. (Figure 3-4,
“Average Weekday Level of Service, 2035”, seems to contradict the previously referenced
table 3-4).



“Economic Center and Employment Densities, 2035” shown in figure 3-10 are all adjacent to
I-19 and I-10 and would be better served then the western corridor of E or F.

Following Comments repudiate use of corridor option D or C:


Lack of right-of-way. As stated in Purpose and Need Memorandum page 1, “… an interstate
facility with 4 lanes would have a right-of-way of 400 feet.” It appears that no more then an
80’ right-of-way for 1.5 mile between the Bureau of Reclamation Tucson Mitigation Corridor
and the Tohono O’odham Nation land. When this lack of right-of-way was mentioned at the
May 3, 2017 meeting an official with the study group stated that the Bureau of Reclamation
had been approached to negotiate passage on this property for the right-of-way. This is a very
disturbing prospect. This land was set aside to help mitigate the impact of construction of the
CAP. The need to preserve the Eco-System has not changed since this concession was made
and to ignore this hard fought concession to the environment is unconscionable.
The Mitigation Corridor connects Pima County’s Tucson Mountain Park, the Tohono
O’odham Nation Land and the mountains to the west. The I-11 and intermountain West
Corridor Study – Corridor Concept Report recognized the importance of the Tucson
Mitigation Corridor and recommended a future I-11 be sited along existing I-10 and I-19.
The Bureau of Reclamation, Pima County Board of Supervisors, and the Arizona Game and
Fish Department recognized the value of this mitigation zone when they previously opposed
the proposed I-10 bypass and the SunZia Transmission project through this area.



Corridor option D or C does not materially contribute to Population and Employment Growth
as stated is section 3.3.1 of the memorandum. As shown in Figure 3-1 and “Results of
Alternative Screening” much of the land these corridors pass by are Tribal Lands, National
Parks, National Monuments, Parks and Recreation Areas, and Bureau of Reclamation and are
not available for development.
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Let Me Interstate Unequivoca11y
Oh God, not another road!
Not another road carving up our dear desert!!
Not another rogue creating further havoc across the landscape
where it certainly doesn't need to be.
Not even for The Terrorist of Profit.
Nod to commercialism, except what is the price that will truly be
paid? Oh sure, "If you build it they will come..." But how dumb is
that? In the current atmosphere there is the plea and promise to
create more jobs, yet I really fear we are missing the point of what
the future may provide for us. Who are we really thinking of? The
totality of our precious and holistic environment needs to be
valued with much more consideration.
Not enough to just say "No!!" to this scam identified as Interstate 11.
The perverse concept needs to be disemboweled, eviscerated,
cancelled before it comes to further fruition, scattered in separate
locations far distant from one another~~so as to never congeal
again, and then be quickly forgotten about.
There are currently enough transportation modes in place to haul
commerce from hither to yon without further complicating life in
southern Arizona. Forget about Interstate 11 for the sake of the future!
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May 28, 2017

Interstate 11 Tier 1 EIS Study Team
c/o ADOT Communications
1655 W. Jackson Street
Mail Drop 126F
Phoenix, AZ 85007
To Whom It May Concern:
No Interstate or multi-lane roads should go through or within 1 to 2 miles of any pristine or
sensitive areas, such as National Forest, National Parks or Monuments, State Parks, Preserves
or Recreational Areas. These areas need to be kept safe and noise and pollutant free, and
therefore, the proposed route for I 11 is unacceptable.
A BETTER PLAN TO CONNECT ARIZONA CITIES WOULD BE TO CONSTRUCT A LIGHT RAIL OR
COMMUTER TRAIN TO EASE TRAFFIC CONGESTION AND IMPROVE AIR QUALITY.
A Light Rail connecting Tucson, Phoenix and Flagstaff along the route of I 10 and/or other
freeways would keep the noise and pollution within a corridor that is already noisy and is easily
accessible. At major intersection and/or train stops parking areas can be constructed with
shuttle services and/or public transportation to a variety of destinations.
Think about it. Many people travel to the airports, sports arenas, concert centers, hotels, and
maybe even shopping areas. So a light rail that stops at these types of places would serve many
people. Also, if people knew that they could travel to their destination quicker without traffic
jams and be able to relax the light rail would be their primary choice. If travelers had a choice
other than driving maybe there would be fewer alcohol or fatigue related accidents.
Large cities such as Chicago have commuter trains in the center of I 94 and other interstates
that are well used and provide alternative transportation for all people. New York and San
Francisco also have light rails or other trains that service thousands or people every day, so why
can’t Arizona become move environmentally and technologically friendly.
I would like to see the ADOT planners for I 11 come up with a plan for a light rail/ commuter
train rather than go ahead with the offensive plan they have now. It is not too late to rethink a
better plan to serve the people of Arizona.
Sincerely,
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infrastructure (such as gas stations, hotels, restaurants, etc.) to support the
traffic along those corridors.
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May 30, 2017
I oppose the 1-11 highway bypass route because it will ruin the environment, archeological relics, and the
beauty of our desert!

May 29, 2017
This is a bad plan and will not benefit Tucson, contrary to what Pima County claims. This is just an excuse to
justify and request more money for other projects.

May 29, 2017
No, No No. You will ruin this beautiful area.

May 29, 2017

May 29, 2017

May 29, 2017
I live out here to avoid the traffic so i surely DO NOT WANT A FREEWAY NEXT TO WHERE I LIVE!!!
Thats the whole reason living out here for 30+ yrs!!!!

May 28, 2017

May 28, 2017

May 28, 2017

MoveOn.org

4
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May 28, 2017

May 28, 2017

May 28, 2017

May 28, 2017

May 28, 2017

May 28, 2017
No

May 28, 2017

May 28, 2017
Do not build I11 throught picture rocks! This new highway will go right next to my house and i do not want
my kids to grow up right next to the dangers of a busy high traffic highway. This is the reason we moved to
picture rocks in the first place.

May 28, 2017
No highway

May 28, 2017

MoveOn.org

5
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May 28, 2017

May 28, 2017

May 28, 2017

May 28, 2017
Lived out here my entire life. Going out to the dessert you want to destroy is what we have always done.this is
a small town and bringing a freeway through will only ruin it .

May 28, 2017
This would be destroying the dessert and adding chaos to my backyard. We live this far out to get away from
any and the city traffic ! We do not need this

May 28, 2017

May 28, 2017
I uses to live in Picture Rocks. It is beautiful and i want it ti stay that way. Developers are ruining the desert!!!

May 28, 2017

May 28, 2017

May 28, 2017

MoveOn.org

6
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No

May 28, 2017
Grew up in that area and this is a waste of money

May 28, 2017

May 28, 2017
NO!!!!! run it on the west side of the silverbell mountains maybe it will help cut down on the illegal trafficing
out there.

May 28, 2017

May 28, 2017
We moved out of Tucson to to get away from the city. How long before this freeway brings gas stations ,
McDonald's, new housing developments in an already flooded housing market, and the inevitable Walmart?
Can we not keep any desert in Arizona???

May 28, 2017
I vote no

May 28, 2017

May 28, 2017
No!!!!!!

MoveOn.org
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Page H-399

May 27, 2017
We moved to Picture Rocks to get away from traffic! This would kill our cute little town!!!

May 27, 2017

May 27, 2017

May 27, 2017
I do not favor any highway route through Avra Valley. Trapped pollution impacting air quality and water
reservoirs that service Tucson drinking water. Light and air pollution catastrophic to Kitt Peak and its
scientific and economic importance. Catastrophic environmental and economic impact on Saguaro Forest
already compromised ecosystem (Science, photographers, motion pictures, tourists). Cost of displacing homes
& probable lawsuits. Payment for land when we already own I-10 land route

May 27, 2017

May 27, 2017

May 27, 2017
I sis not move out of the city of Tucson, just to have a highway built across the street from my house. Not
only that but I will no longer be able to forage for the mesquite beans for flour. Our home if this goes through
will only be at the fair market value of $45,000. That will not be able to cover the rest of the debt that is owed
on this home (approximately $70,000). If this goes through our family will have to live on the street and we
will have to sell our goats and chickens. That is something I don't want to have to do. My husband and I are
against this proposed building of a new highway!

May 27, 2017

May 27, 2017
MoveOn.org
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Page H-400

We cannot afford to destroy more of our desert. Stop destroying our homes. If this goes through I will never
vote for huckleberry or anything he proposes again.

May 27, 2017
As a 20yr resident of the affected area I vehemently oppose the plan to run I-11 through Avra Valley.

May 27, 2017

May 27, 2017

May 27, 2017

May 27, 2017
NO, NO, NO to I-11 thru Avra Valley. What's the matter with you people wanting to disrupt families and the
environment of a very nice rural Tucson community to put in ANOTHER highway when you already have
I-10 just 20 minutes east? What the heck are you thinking?

May 27, 2017

May 27, 2017

May 27, 2017
Vote no

May 26, 2017

MoveOn.org
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Page H-401

Page H-402

I'm concerned about the disruption to wildlife corridors and the native pristine environment including Saguaro
National Park West.

May 25, 2017

May 25, 2017
No way do I want a I-11 out here

May 25, 2017

May 25, 2017
I oppose Interstate 11 proposal because of the damage it creates to the cultural and environmental resources of
this area

May 24, 2017
Against i11 through avra and picture rocks for ill on i10

May 24, 2017

May 24, 2017

May 24, 2017

May 23, 2017

MoveOn.org
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Page H-403

May 23, 2017
I-11 should use the existing route through Tucson. ADOT and FHWA have said it is highly feasible, just more
expensive. The cost of putting it through the AVRA Valley and wi ding between parks, monuments, and
critical habitat connections is too high. The No Action alternative is really the best choice. We don't need the
kind of growth it will bring and we especially don't need the sprawl. We need to fix the roads we have, not
build new ones.

May 23, 2017
Let's fix the roads we have instead!

May 23, 2017

May 23, 2017
NO!!

May 23, 2017
Are you kidding, this is a travisty to the residents who have lived there and to the environment. Stop now!!

May 23, 2017
This would negatively impact my son's home and land values, not to mention the negative impact on the
environment and wildlife . This must be stopped !

May 23, 2017
Please don't ruin this important environmental corridor.

May 23, 2017

MoveOn.org
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Page H-404

May 23, 2017

May 22, 2017

May 22, 2017
This will irrevocably fragment and destroy sensitive habitat and wildlife movement corridors in the Avra
Valley where bighorn sheep from the Silverbell Mountains have been documented traveling to the Tucson
Mountains. Use the existent ROW along I-19 and I-10 and build up. Meanwhile, if there was rapid transit
between Tucson and Phoenix, there would likely be no need or purpose for this costly boondoggle. Just say
NO!

May 22, 2017
We don't want this I-11 in the Avra Valley area.

May 22, 2017

May 22, 2017
Stop Huckleberry and his stooges` lawlessness.

May 22, 2017
Saguaro national park does not need this much pollution. Its wouldn't survive. Please find another route.

May 22, 2017
The proposed I-11 bypass would seriously undercut all the investments and coordinated efforts to conserve
the valuable natural and cultural resources abundant in Avra Valley. It would significantly facilitate urban
sprawl in Pima County and degrade the quality of life celebrated and highly valued by residents and visitors to
SE AZ.

MoveOn.org
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Page H-405

May 22, 2017

May 22, 2017
For southern Arizona, I-11 in Avra Valley is not in the best interest of our environment, our quality of life, or
long-term economic vitality. Million$ would be wasted revisiting multi-species conservation permits,
attempting mitigation, and on other legal battles.

May 22, 2017
The one reason we all moved out here was to get away from the city hustle and hassle. Please DO NOT build
a freeway through our peace and quiet.

May 21, 2017

May 21, 2017
We do not need a freeway system through our pristine sonoran desert. Why not simply expand the capacity of
I-19 and I-10 (that already are continually under construction).

May 21, 2017

May 20, 2017

May 20, 2017
Apart from damage to the environment and tourism, the proposed highway would do economic damage to the
businesses already located along the I-10 corridor.

May 20, 2017
I will ruin our community.

MoveOn.org
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Page H-406

May 20, 2017
No! Don't destroy this valley that's our beloved home.

May 20, 2017

May 19, 2017
Preserve the beautiful Avra Valley desert flora & fauna--NO to any bypass route involving this area!

May 19, 2017

May 19, 2017
Build high-speed rail from Tucson to Phoenix instead, if you really want to benefit our economy.

May 19, 2017
Why ruin nature?

May 19, 2017
No to destruction of habitat and environment.

May 19, 2017

May 19, 2017

May 19, 2017
MoveOn.org
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Page H-407

I DRIVE UP AND DOWN I-10 EVERY DAY AND THE TRUCK TRAFFIC I CURRENTLY SEE DOES
NOT WARRANT A BYPASS. I'D RATHER PAY FOR A DOUBLE DECKER I-10 THAN HAVE A
FREEWAY OUT THERE.

May 19, 2017

May 19, 2017

May 19, 2017
Save this area!

May 18, 2017
Proposed I-11 will destroy our delicate environment and kill our wildlife

May 18, 2017

May 18, 2017
Please save our natural resources! If the destruction continues there will be nothing left for our grandchildren
and their children! PLEASE STOP the destruction and killing of wildlife!

May 18, 2017

May 18, 2017

May 18, 2017

MoveOn.org
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Page H-408

May 18, 2017
It would be crazy and wrong to run a freeway through Avra Valley.

May 18, 2017

May 18, 2017

May 18, 2017
I oppose I-11 through Arva Valley west of Tucson!!!

May 17, 2017
Urban sprawl will not be adequated mitigated if this highway passes through Avra Valley.

May 15, 2017

May 14, 2017
No I11

May 14, 2017

MoveOn.org
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Page H-409

Please don't ruin the peaceful Avra Valley with an interstate. All this does is please special interest (Chuck
Huckelberry and Mr. Diamond of the Diamond-Bell Ranch property, neither of who needs more money, they
are just doing it out of greed). It would bring crime and pollution to a place that is still relatively clean. It
would also ruin great views from vista ramadas at the Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum (who wants to see that
in the distance?) and it would bring noise and ugliness to Saguaro National Park West. It would also endanger
wildlife and create unsafe habitats. Please just add it to the existing I-10 as that would be less expensive and
less destructive.

May 13, 2017

May 13, 2017

May 12, 2017
This proposal would hurt countless families . There are alternatices that will work, without taking our
HOMES. We love rhis valley and all its desert beauty. We moved here to have a quiet life style and some
space. I will fight this every step of the way. You should not have the right to take from one and give to
another, just to save them some commute time. I will be hiring an eminate domain atorney.

May 12, 2017
Enough is enough! We do not need to pave the world. The natural beauty needs to be preserved - or we as
humans will perish.

May 12, 2017
Putting an interstate through Avra Valley would have a negative impact in the Avra Valley area. It would
destroy the natural beauty of the Sororan National Forest.

May 12, 2017

May 12, 2017

MoveOn.org
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Page H-410

May 12, 2017

May 11, 2017

May 11, 2017

May 11, 2017
this interstate is completely unnecessary!

May 11, 2017
The existing freeway is fine, we don't need another one.

May 11, 2017
R
Tucson, AZ 85743
May 10, 2017
To put I11 through the Avra Valley is unconscionable, when considering the environmental, historic,
archaeological and urban impacts, not to mention thousands of displaced homeowners, lost tourist revenues,
and the destruction of one of the last significant areas of sonoran desert. Edward Abbey would be rolling over
in his grave!! Let's start electing smart not greedy politicians. Follow the money.

May 10, 2017
Leave the desert alone and untouched!

May 10, 2017

MoveOn.org
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Page H-411

Absolutely ridiculous idea and will fight this tooth and nail.Do not senselessly ruin this special part of Pima
County.

May 10, 2017

May 10, 2017

May 9, 2017

May 9, 2017
I moved to Avra Valley to get away from industry, pollution, noise, and the cacophony of life. This will
destroy Avra Valley. Build the wall! Not another drug corridor!

May 9, 2017

May 9, 2017

May 9, 2017

May 9, 2017

May 9, 2017

May 8, 2017

MoveOn.org
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Page H-412

May 8, 2017

May 8, 2017

May 8, 2017

May 8, 2017

May 8, 2017

May 8, 2017

May 8, 2017

May 8, 2017

May 8, 2017

May 8, 2017

May 8, 2017

May 8, 2017

MoveOn.org
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Page H-413

The I -11 would interfere with important movement of wildlife and also have a negative effect on Sonoran
Desert Conservation.

May 8, 2017

May 8, 2017

May 8, 2017

May 8, 2017
This highway would squash my brother's house and some gorgeous desert.

May 8, 2017

May 8, 2017

May 8, 2017

May 8, 2017
I live in the greater Tucson area for part of the year and am strongly opposed to this highway!

May 8, 2017

May 8, 2017

MoveOn.org
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Page H-414

I oppose the route through the Avra valley.

May 8, 2017
This proposed interstate would be a blight on our area and all of Arizona.

May 7, 2017

May 7, 2017

May 7, 2017

May 7, 2017

May 7, 2017

May 7, 2017

May 7, 2017
The proposed route is bad for people and wildlife. This is not progress. Conveniences Nd amenities should not
come at such a cost.

May 7, 2017

May 7, 2017

MoveOn.org
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Page H-415

May 7, 2017

May 7, 2017

May 7, 2017

May 7, 2017

May 7, 2017

May 7, 2017

May 7, 2017

May 7, 2017

May 7, 2017
We dont need i-11 wast of money

May 7, 2017

May 7, 2017

MoveOn.org
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Page H-416

Page H-417

Save our deserts. Please

May 7, 2017
This is the last thing we should be spending tax dollars on.

May 7, 2017
the proposed Avra Valley highway bypass would negatively impact Saguaro National Park, Tucson Mountain
Park, Ironwood Forest National Monument, and the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation’s Central Arizona Project
wildlife mitigation preserve. The Coalition further states that the proposed highway bypass would block
important wildlife movement corridors as identified by Pima County’s nationally-recognized Sonoran Desert
Conservation Plan, and that such impacts cannot be adequately mitigated. I want to be able to visit these
natural areas on existing scenic drives, not an interstate that locals don't want either.

May 7, 2017

May 7, 2017

May 7, 2017
Appose any I-11 bypass route through Avra Valley west of the Tucson Mountains.

May 7, 2017

May 7, 2017
Why not widen existing freeways instead of destroying yet more land? This proposed route is unneccessary
and ill-conceived.

May 7, 2017

MoveOn.org
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Page H-418

Too much traffic for such a nice quiet area. Too much money for an interstate most would never use..

May 7, 2017

May 7, 2017

May 7, 2017

May 7, 2017

May 7, 2017

May 7, 2017

May 7, 2017

May 7, 2017
I am extremely opposed to the I 11 corridor it will go right through my personal property. It is disgusting that
you people would rape the land of its beauty and serenity. Why don't you spend the money on Pima County
roads all over Tucson that need to be fixed.

May 7, 2017

May 7, 2017

MoveOn.org
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Page H-419

More highways equals more driving & cars equals more pollution. I moved to Tucson from Chicago partially
because it wasn't inundated with highways.

May 7, 2017
There are many alternative options that would provide what we need for trade commerce and open spaces,
please consider developing an alternative plan and NOT building a highway through Avra Valley. Wildlife
corridors benefit us with denser biodiversity, something that drives our outdoor recreation economy and more.

May 7, 2017

May 7, 2017

May 7, 2017

May 7, 2017

May 7, 2017

May 7, 2017

May 7, 2017
No freeway thru Avra valley!

May 6, 2017

May 6, 2017
MoveOn.org
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Page H-420

Page H-421

Page H-422

May 6, 2017

May 6, 2017
This will destroy the silence and the seclusion of our desert town. The people don't want it and we will stand
up to fight it for as long as it takes!

May 6, 2017
No interstate through the Avra Valley!

May 6, 2017

May 6, 2017

May 6, 2017

May 6, 2017
No interstate 11highway bypass through the Avra Valley

May 6, 2017
There are other Highways already (I19, I10) that can be improved. Avra Valley is an important link between
several National Parks and Monuments that is important for the ecological health of the region

May 6, 2017

MoveOn.org
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Page H-423

Page H-424

Page H-425

Page H-426

Page H-427

Page H-428

Page H-429

Page H-430

Page H-431

Page H-432

I morally oppose either option to put I 11 through the Avra Valley. Doing so would forever negatively alter
what makes this area so special to its humanity and wildlife. There is no reason to build through the Avra
Valley, causing irreversible light and noise pollution, inevitable highway sprawl, and the suffering and death
of wildlife along the Tohono O'oadam tribal lands, Saguaro National Park, Ironwood National Forest, and
countless rural residents like myself who chose to make a life here, far from the the city and its highways.
These routes would also be more expensive to taxpayers than the options of "no build" or "double-decking"
I-10, and likely invite increased crime and illegal trafficking to our Avra Valley communities. Please take the
correct moral action and do not allow I 11 to be placed through Avra Valley.

May 5, 2017

May 5, 2017
Look at google earth and measure the distance of existing north-south highways in the western United States.
Do you see any that are placed so close together? Of course not - it makes no sense. If you build a new
highway so close to an existing route, Arizona will be the next laughing stock of government waste: the new
face of the "bridge to nowhere."

May 5, 2017
Huckleberry does not have any consideration for the impact of this highway. Listen to the people

May 5, 2017

May 5, 2017
Not a good idea for a lot of reasons.

May 5, 2017
double deck the i-10 - its cheaper- don't kill wildlife, national parks and people living in the country because
you want more money

May 5, 2017

MoveOn.org
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Page H-433

Page H-434

Page H-435

Page H-436

Page H-437

May 3, 2017

May 3, 2017

May 3, 2017

May 3, 2017

May 3, 2017

May 3, 2017
The country already cannot afford to maintain current infrastructure. We don't need more.

May 3, 2017

May 3, 2017
it is outrageous that ADOT will destroy the Serenity of Avra Valley to placate pima county Developers and
destroy what economic development there is in southwest Tucson

May 3, 2017

May 3, 2017

MoveOn.org
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Page H-438

Running the corridor along the existing I 10 is a far superior alternative to destroying our irreplaceable natural
wonders.

May 3, 2017

May 3, 2017
The proposed route through Avra Valley is not needed, and it would negatively impact the Ironwood Forest
National Monument, Saguaro National Park West, the Sonoran Desert Museum, etc, which are sources of
ecotourism for the Tucson area.

May 3, 2017

May 3, 2017

May 3, 2017

May 3, 2017

Apr 29, 2017
We need to slow urban sprawl and this highway would speed it up. It would cause further habitat
fragmentation, which is already a very big problem. Please use the existing I10 route.

Apr 28, 2017

Apr 28, 2017

MoveOn.org
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Page H-439

Page H-440

This is a redundant freeway. It parallels I-10. It will also kill more natural desert areas and displace more
wildlife. It will also change a rural area to a noisy polluted thoroughfare. It will steal people's right for quiet
and peaceful existence. It is not a good idea. It is just a money maker for greedy people. Use this money to
repair and improve I-10 and make that a safer freeway for all traffic. I-10 is such a dangerous road to travel
between Marana and Phoenix. FIX I-10 rather than tearing up more virgin desert!!!

Apr 11, 2017
This our home there is plenty of city of Tucson land. Dont need to take our homes

Mar 9, 2017

Mar 1, 2017
As a resident that will be directly affected by I-11 in Avra Valley, I strongly object to the enviromental
impact, plus the noise and congestion. I propose I-11 be constructed as part of the I-10 alternative.

Dec 9, 2016
We don't agree with a freeway through picture Rocks, Avra Valley & Iorn Wood it would destroy our
monuments and natural wildlife. Me and my wife have lived out here for over 25 years and have really loved
the view and beauty along with the piece and quite that it provides, a freeway would ruin it not just for the
community at large but for nature at its best!

Dec 8, 2016

Dec 4, 2016

Sep 21, 2016
This unnecesary bypass would ruin pristine desert, ruin tourism and waste valuable taxpayer dollars. Oppose!

MoveOn.org
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Page H-441

Sep 13, 2016
There is absolutely no need for this highway and would spoil our pristine sonoran desert - the views from the
Sonoran Desert museum, from the Tucson Mountains etc would all be of a highway. And for what purpose?

Sep 13, 2016

Sep 9, 2016
Really folks, look at Warren Buffet, with computer logistics and planning all is better with trains. He just
bought half of them! Let's watch large truck transport start to dwindle and the need for highways diminish and
not start new highways. Thanks, Mark Miller.

Sep 9, 2016

Sep 9, 2016

Sep 9, 2016

Aug 23, 2016
I support no growth. This is special interest by rich Mexican businessmen. Don't spoil so az.

Aug 22, 2016

Aug 21, 2016

Aug 6, 2016

MoveOn.org
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Page H-442

I oppose this any I-11 bypass. Please consider the value of our desert for future generations.

Aug 3, 2016
There is so much endangered wildlife that use the conservation area to migrate. Building the I-11 would create
chaos for those animals, no one can predict how many would be lost due to the obstruction of I-11 in Avra
Valley. Isn't it illegal to kill endanger species, that is what you would be doing with I-11.

Aug 3, 2016

Aug 1, 2016
I feel there will be potential for negative impact on City of Tucson Water recharge areas.

Aug 1, 2016

Aug 1, 2016

Aug 1, 2016
This is too expensive and benefits the cronies of the county. None of this is for the good of the majority!

Aug 1, 2016

Aug 1, 2016

Aug 1, 2016

MoveOn.org
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Page H-443

Waste of money.

Aug 1, 2016
This is not needed, Now or in the future

Aug 1, 2016

Jul 29, 2016

Jul 19, 2016
Please do not build the road, it is such a beautiful area!

Jul 18, 2016

Jul 18, 2016

Jul 18, 2016

Jul 17, 2016

Jul 17, 2016

Jul 17, 2016

MoveOn.org
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Page H-444

Jul 17, 2016
It will ruin the land and upset the living animals at Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum.

Jul 17, 2016

Jul 17, 2016
Double decking the existing highway is preferable to building a new highway through a quiet, rural area.

Jul 17, 2016

Jul 17, 2016
No highway in our open land

Jul 16, 2016
wrong idea, wrong area...we shall oppose

Jul 16, 2016

Jul 16, 2016

Jul 16, 2016
No freeway in Avra Valley

Jul 16, 2016

MoveOn.org
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Page H-445

No! No! No!

Jul 5, 2016
I oppose the I-11 highway bypass because the negative environmental, historic, archaeological, and urban
sprawl impacts.

Jun 30, 2016

Jun 30, 2016
There is NO PURPOSE and NO MONEY for a new corridor. Improve the I-8, I-10 and I-19 flow, or utilize
the existing rail system.

Jun 29, 2016

Jun 28, 2016

Jun 27, 2016

Jun 27, 2016
How will this affect run off waters during the monsoons? Will we have more flooding in our residential areas?

Jun 26, 2016

MoveOn.org
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Page H-446

Jun 25, 2016
There is no reason for this interstate. Build a second level on I-10. All the land has already been bought and
cists less

Jun 25, 2016

Jun 25, 2016

Jun 25, 2016
Keep tucson beautiful! We do not need a highway bypass! What a waste of money. If we need any type of
bypass/ highway it should be on the east side of town. But I guess all Huckleberry's rich cronies wouldn't want
it in their backyard either!

Jun 25, 2016

Jun 25, 2016
Do not want an interstate in my backyard

Jun 25, 2016
NO!

Jun 25, 2016
I-11 should never be put way out of the way in Avra Valley. This makes no sense and goes thru land that is set
aside to preserve our irreplaceable desert land and to keep light and air pollution away from Kitt Peak.

Jun 25, 2016

MoveOn.org
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Page H-447

No one is talking about how the light pollution from this will effect Kitt Peak, a valuable astronomic research
facility.

Jun 25, 2016

Jun 24, 2016
I live in the 85735 zip code and do not want the Interstate 11 Highway through Avra valley.

Jun 24, 2016

Jun 24, 2016

Jun 24, 2016
No interstate through avra valley!!! Beautiful quiet desert. Don't ruin it!

Jun 24, 2016
NO INTERSTATE THROUGH MY COMMUNITY.

Jun 24, 2016
no new travel lanes- passenger rail instead. and shade it with solar- offset the power use of light rail and
streecar throughout AZ.

Jun 24, 2016

Jun 24, 2016

MoveOn.org
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Page H-448

Page H-449

Build the bypass through the well to do Catalina foothills nieborhood, see how much they like this idea.

Jun 24, 2016

Jun 24, 2016
There is no reason for this to be built out here

Jun 24, 2016
No I-11. It is bad for the Natural park and the Tucson mountain park. Plus its billions more than putting it near
the existing I-10 and I-19.

Jun 24, 2016

Jun 24, 2016
I am not wanting this in any way! Another north & south bound freeway is not needed! This will infringe
upon the Monument & the lifestyle many of us "out here" don't want--bringing traffic through our area. We
live out here to be AWAY from the traffic & noise. DO NOT bring it to us!!!

Jun 24, 2016

Jun 24, 2016

Jun 24, 2016

Jun 24, 2016

MoveOn.org
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Page H-450

Jun 24, 2016
We are opposed. We live in a beautifully unique area and it would be sad to see it destroyed for a highway.

Jun 24, 2016

Jun 24, 2016
No!

Jun 24, 2016

Jun 24, 2016
I reviewed the proposed corridor and couldn't figure out why that loop was needed. It appeared to me to cut up
park land and invade wildlife corridors. It seemed to increase distance travelled for no good reason. If
anything we need a better loop through the other side of Tucson.

Jun 24, 2016
This is a bad idea, please consider double decking I 10.

Jun 24, 2016

Jun 24, 2016

MoveOn.org
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Page H-451

Page H-452

Jun 24, 2016

Jun 24, 2016

Jun 24, 2016
No to interstate 11!

Jun 24, 2016
Don't let it happen. We all need some peace and quiet in our lives and that will end with this.

Jun 24, 2016

Jun 24, 2016
No!

Jun 24, 2016
We live in the rural area of pima county for a reason! We do not want a freeway in our area!

Jun 24, 2016

Jun 23, 2016

Jun 23, 2016

MoveOn.org
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Page H-453

Page H-454

Page H-455

Page H-456

Page H-457

Page H-458

The proposed I-11 highway corridor proposed to run along Sandario Rd and thru Saguaro National Park West
is a loosing prospect and idea on so many levels, first economically, then biologically and lastly the
urbanization of our few remaining rural communities namely Pictute Rocks. As a fiscal conservative, the
highway makes little financial sense in that the infrastructure is already in place to handle the existing demand
and any forward looking person can see the finite relationship the US has with its goods trading partners and.
NAFTA in both Canada and Mexico. The costs way outweigh the benefits. As a biologist, bisecting the
wildlife corridor literally thru the middle of ANY National park is a free ticket to the perpetual listing of
species both on and off the Endangered Species Act list. Lastly, the citizens of Picture Rocks have actively
sought a way of life outside the city of Tucson for every reason and this proposal is a completely disregard for
not only our current quality of life but for future tourism and real estate development opportunities as
changing this face of rural life negates that market for all of west Tucson. Think again. We will be watching
and fighting with science, economics and the power of the people.

Feb 10, 2015

Jan 10, 2015
The appears to be no need for a need for an alternative route from Nogales to casa Grande. This section of
proposed Interstate 11 is a money waste and a pork-barrel " make work' project at best. Multiple ADOT
studies show that traffic congestion on I10 through Tucson is in a very limitedlocal phenomenon and only a
peak commute times. Building a bypass route when transportation companies can easily avoid congestion on I
10 with scheduling and transport times is am enormous economic and environmental mistake.

Dec 22, 2014
A waste of taxpayer money. Use the newly upgraded section of I-10 through Tucson.

Dec 22, 2014

Nov 7, 2014
This freeway would be horrible for wildlife, for the Desert Museum and the National Park and for the
residents of the Avra Valley.

Oct 15, 2014

MoveOn.org
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Page H-459

Page H-460

I've seen ecological destruction, I love the desert and don't want anymore of it to suffer!

Jun 23, 2014

Jun 19, 2014

Jun 18, 2014
solidarity!

Jun 18, 2014
This is a rural area, leave it that way!

Jun 18, 2014

Jun 17, 2014
Im born and raised in the area where this nonsense would be bouldering through and would hate to see my
beautiful desert mowed over for an eyesore such as a highway that would bring more pollution a destruction
to such a beautiful part of the world. Sauguro National Park and all the wildlife would be disturbed and
greatly hurt do to this terrible idea. There are already highways to connect these bigger citys please dont
destroy towns and beautiful scenery and plant life only native to this region of the world to safe yourselfs few
minutes of transporting. Because in comparison for anyone for this highway it is just minutes as you may look
at it as just a highway going threw small little towns. This been home to all of us for years that live here and
wouldnt want to be anywhere eles. For what it will cost moneywise verses what it'll destory is just not worth
it.

Jun 17, 2014
Horrible idea! Do not do it!!

MoveOn.org
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Page H-461

Page H-462

Page H-463

once again, BIG BUSINESS is trying to take over.

Feb 13, 2014

Feb 13, 2014

Feb 10, 2014
Really? What happens to the MANY people, that, cannot evacuate when a toxic spill or other incident occurs?
The county does not maintain most roads here. Come see what Picture rocks area looks like during a rain. A
slightly above normal rain makes Pelto path an impassable running wash, and Ina road a raging river. Now
add I-10 style accidents? Are you crazy?

Jan 30, 2014

Jan 29, 2014
This is literally my backyard, would RADICALLY alter the quality of life out here! NO!

Jan 14, 2014

Jan 14, 2014

Jan 11, 2014

Dec 30, 2013

Dec 26, 2013
MoveOn.org
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Page H-464

Dec 25, 2013
This highway would be a totally unnecessary boondoogle for some and not needed by the rest of us. I-10 was
just widened.

Dec 25, 2013

Dec 24, 2013
Put the enviornment first, and don't reward speculators.

Dec 24, 2013

Dec 23, 2013

Dec 14, 2013

Dec 12, 2013

Dec 11, 2013

Dec 9, 2013
there is to little natural desert left-please do not ruin more.

Dec 6, 2013

MoveOn.org

73

Page H-465

Dec 6, 2013

Dec 5, 2013

Dec 5, 2013

Nov 17, 2013
I Oppose The 11

Nov 15, 2013
Save my bobcats..

Nov 14, 2013
We have a quiet little valley which is why we chose to live here. The national park is across the street from us
and the whole aesthetic flavor of this beautiful area would be changed. A highway brings polution (save our
saguaros) noise, and commercial development we do not want nor deserve. The value of our house will go
down. People who make these decisions do not have to have this monstrosity in their back yard and there has
been no input from those who must endure it. There is a lack of democracy here.

Nov 14, 2013

MoveOn.org

74

Page H-466

Page H-467

Page H-468

Page H-469

Please take an alternate route and keep Saguaro National Park and Tucson Mountain Park as they were
intended - to preserve the desert plants and animals.

Oct 20, 2013

Oct 20, 2013

Oct 19, 2013
This would be a disaster for wildlife. The Tucson Mountains would become totally isolated. Saguaro National
Park West and all it stands for would be in jeopardy. Is this the fate we want for our region?

Oct 19, 2013

Oct 19, 2013
Please protect our beautiful city, Mr. Huckelberry. Thank you.

2
Oct 18, 2013

Oct 17, 2013
Bad idea!

Oct 17, 2013
Stop the madness!! There are too few pristine desert areas left already.

Oct 17, 2013

MoveOn.org

78

Page H-470

A freeway through the Avra Valley is a bad idea, for many reasons. Please consider other, more sensible
alternitives.

Oct 15, 2013

Oct 15, 2013
I had no idea this was happening before now. Surely other areas should be explored for a major highway
bypass like this.

Oct 15, 2013
not in my backyard! Put up a double rise over the 10.

Oct 14, 2013

Oct 14, 2013
I thought I signed this previously but received no confirmation that you received my signature. I am totally
opposed to the I-11 proposal

Oct 14, 2013
no Interstate 11 through Avra Valley

Oct 14, 2013
I grew up in Silver Bell and Avra Valley. An additional interstate through the Valley would cause irreparable
damage to the fragile desert ecostructure there.

Oct 14, 2013

MoveOn.org

79

Page H-471

Page H-472

Page H-473

Page H-474

Oct 11, 2013

Oct 10, 2013
WE live here. We do not want this highway going through our community. We live away from the city for a
reason, to avoid traffic like this.

Oct 10, 2013

Oct 10, 2013

Oct 10, 2013

Oct 10, 2013

Oct 10, 2013

Oct 10, 2013
Please don't allow a new highway on the proposed route.

Oct 10, 2013
There are many things Pima County needs before this. I question the real reason behind this proposal.

Oct 10, 2013

MoveOn.org

83

Page H-475

Page H-476

Page H-477

Oct 10, 2013
It is all about politicians lining their pockets with our tax dollars.

Oct 10, 2013
No Highway thru the Sandario Road. Why did they build a big expensive newly remodeled 1-10 and then not
use it to piggy back on ? The government always makes poor decisions where the citizens tax dollars are
wasted. What will happen to the wildlife.Someone will profit from this major change that is totally unnessary.
We moved out to this area to be away from the traffic and craziness. How much will we be paid for our
homes.

Oct 10, 2013

Oct 10, 2013
enough already!!!! This is for LAS VEGAS!!???!! to destroy the desert for greedy BS? Please! NOOOO!!!!

Oct 9, 2013

Oct 9, 2013

Oct 9, 2013
Sure, this looks like a great opportunity for growth in Tucson, but at what cost? You have a duty to make a
very big effort to engage the community in this decision.

Oct 9, 2013
BAD IDEA

Oct 9, 2013
MoveOn.org

86

Page H-478

Page H-479

Page H-480

Page H-481

Oct 1, 2013

9
Oct 1, 2013

Oct 1, 2013
If the point of this highway is to funnel interstate business into Tucson, it needs to go into Tucson, not way
out west of the mountains. It should follow the I-10 footprint. Putting it out here will encourage business to
bypass Tucson.

Sep 30, 2013
Time out. Let's declare a moratorium on such projects! We need to save our wild places for future
generations.

Sep 30, 2013
Please do not put this Freeway into this beautiful untouched desert. It will be polluted by noise and exhaust
and people! Keep this place for our future children to visit and be taken by its beauty

Sep 30, 2013

Sep 30, 2013

Sep 30, 2013

Sep 30, 2013

MoveOn.org

90

Page H-482

Page H-483

Sep 30, 2013

Sep 30, 2013
I think that there could be a better place to put I-11. I feel like the cap has already took one of the most
beautiful looks at the desert and put there C.A.P.water reservoir. Why not bring it in some where around pinal
road and over?

Sep 30, 2013

Sep 29, 2013

Sep 29, 2013

Sep 29, 2013
No unnecessary highways! Use the money for education!

Sep 29, 2013

Sep 28, 2013

Sep 28, 2013
Having visited this beautiful desert valley area before, I fully agree with and support the statement herein.

Sep 28, 2013

MoveOn.org

92

Page H-484

Sep 28, 2013

Sep 28, 2013

Sep 28, 2013

Sep 27, 2013

Sep 27, 2013
NO!!! I-11

Sep 27, 2013

Sep 27, 2013

Sep 26, 2013

Sep 26, 2013
I recognize that there are economic benefits to the region; but there are equally serious negative environmental
benefits, not to mention lack of water to support the future growth that this will cause. This needs way more
thought and public discussion before it moves forward.

Sep 26, 2013

MoveOn.org

93

Page H-485

Sep 26, 2013

Sep 26, 2013

Sep 26, 2013

Sep 26, 2013
No to more major destruction of our surrounding natural environment!

Sep 26, 2013

Sep 26, 2013

Sep 26, 2013
Please don't destroy our Sonoran Desert and it's environment!!

Sep 26, 2013

Sep 26, 2013

Sep 26, 2013
No bond money for this boondoggle.

Sep 26, 2013

MoveOn.org
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Page H-486

Page H-487

Sep 25, 2013

Sep 25, 2013
Stick to existing transportation corridors!

Sep 25, 2013

Sep 25, 2013
I think that somebody is about to make a lot of money on this. The people of the valley have been long denied
a commute road to the city and suddenly an interstate pops up. Interesting that an interstate and a powerline
initiative keep getting pushed by people who stand to gain.

Sep 25, 2013

Sep 24, 2013

Sep 24, 2013

Sep 24, 2013
Not a good idea. Too much asphalt. Too many roads. Too many vehicles. Not enough public transportation.

Sep 24, 2013

Sep 24, 2013

MoveOn.org
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Page H-488

Sep 24, 2013
No to Interstate 11

Sep 24, 2013

Sep 24, 2013

Sep 23, 2013

Sep 22, 2013

Sep 22, 2013

Sep 22, 2013

Sep 22, 2013

Sep 22, 2013

Sep 21, 2013

Sep 21, 2013

MoveOn.org

97

Page H-489

Both options C and D are terrible. I oppose any option that goes through this corridor, as it's impact will
destroy not only the valuable natural beauty of the impacted areas, but have a severe impact on the yearly tens
of thousands of visitors to Saguaro National Park, Tucson Mountains Park, and the Arizona-Sonora Desert
Museum. Local livelihoods depend on the income these treasures provide. I strongly oppose options C and D.

Sep 21, 2013

Sep 21, 2013
I can't imagine a better way to ruin the experience of Tucson Mtn. Park and Saguaro National Park West.

Sep 21, 2013

Sep 20, 2013
Bypasses kill towns. Highways kill ecosystems by dividing populations

Sep 20, 2013

Sep 19, 2013

Sep 19, 2013

Sep 19, 2013

Sep 19, 2013

Sep 19, 2013
MoveOn.org

98

Page H-490

I strongly oppose any I-11 highway bypass through this beautiful Avra Valley - I believe Mr. Huckleberry
needs to seriously think of an alternative before he's allowed to spoil this beautiful part of Tucson once and for
all. There ARE alternatives, and they've been pointed out, so take a REALLY good look at them before
allowing this rape of the Avra Valley.

Sep 19, 2013

Sep 19, 2013

Sep 19, 2013
Just say no!

Sep 19, 2013

Sep 18, 2013
I agree, find another way that is not going to cost people their homes and make such a negative impact on the
wildlife.

Sep 18, 2013

Sep 18, 2013

Sep 18, 2013

Sep 18, 2013

MoveOn.org
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Page H-491

I live in Avra Valley and of course I want to sign. Why do they have to mess this all up?

Sep 18, 2013
No way, I'm sick if big expensive County road schemes. We need a more liveable city: invest in walking,
biking, transit!!

Sep 18, 2013

Sep 17, 2013

Sep 17, 2013

Sep 17, 2013
we don't need more roads. the $ can be spent on par more productive things.

Sep 17, 2013

Sep 17, 2013

Sep 17, 2013

Sep 17, 2013

Sep 17, 2013

MoveOn.org
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Page H-492

Page H-493

Page H-494

Page H-495

Page H-496

Page H-497

I believe this not only will destroy all we've been protecting around this area, but it will also provide a fast
highway for illegal activity such as drug & human trafficking ! Will kill animals known in this area & destroy
many families lives & our all residents in Tucson Metro area in danger with illegal activity getting increased.
Not to mention the money involved !!

Sep 9, 2013
The reason we live in Picture Rocks is to get away from the city ,so don't bring the city to us. There is also an
extremely high amount of Natural Wildlife that you will be harming as well, including thier habitat!

Sep 8, 2013

Sep 6, 2013
Please help us save our peaceful valley!

Sep 6, 2013

Sep 6, 2013

Sep 5, 2013

Sep 5, 2013

2013
Chuck Huckelberry is a "huckelberry." What does he THINK he's doing!!??

Sep 4, 2013

MoveOn.org

106

Page H-498

Sep 4, 2013

Sep 4, 2013
As a former resident of Avra Valley and currently looking to relocate in the Tucson Mountains of Tucson, I
strongly oppose this highway. Please don't turn Tucson into another Phoenix.

Sep 4, 2013

Sep 4, 2013

7
Sep 3, 2013

Sep 2, 2013

Sep 2, 2013

Sep 2, 2013

Sep 2, 2013

Sep 1, 2013

Aug 30, 2013

MoveOn.org

107

Page H-499

Aug 30, 2013
No good can possibly come from this.

Aug 30, 2013
If you build it, we will move immediately.

Aug 30, 2013

Aug 30, 2013

Aug 30, 2013
no interstate highway

Aug 30, 2013

Aug 29, 2013

Aug 29, 2013

Aug 29, 2013

Aug 29, 2013

MoveOn.org
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Page H-500

Aug 29, 2013

Aug 29, 2013

Aug 29, 2013

Aug 29, 2013

Aug 28, 2013

Aug 28, 2013

Aug 28, 2013

Aug 28, 2013

Aug 28, 2013

Aug 28, 2013

Aug 28, 2013

Aug 28, 2013

Aug 28, 2013
MoveOn.org

109

Page H-501

Aug 28, 2013

Aug 27, 2013

Aug 27, 2013
There is not enough traffic restriction on I-10 to warrant a by-pass. Our historic and environmental needs far
outweigh any need for additional concrete.

Aug 27, 2013

Aug 27, 2013

Aug 27, 2013

Aug 27, 2013

Aug 27, 2013

Aug 27, 2013

Aug 27, 2013

MoveOn.org
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Page H-502

Page H-503

Aug 27, 2013

Aug 27, 2013

Aug 27, 2013
Don't tread on us!

Aug 27, 2013

Aug 27, 2013

Aug 27, 2013

Aug 27, 2013

Aug 27, 2013

Aug 27, 2013

Aug 27, 2013

Aug 27, 2013

MoveOn.org
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Page H-504

Page H-505

Page H-506

Aug 26, 2013

Aug 26, 2013

Aug 26, 2013

Aug 26, 2013

Aug 26, 2013

Aug 26, 2013

Aug 26, 2013

Aug 26, 2013

Aug 26, 2013

Aug 26, 2013

Aug 26, 2013

Aug 26, 2013

Aug 26, 2013
MoveOn.org

115

Page H-507

Huge environmental damage to the region!

Aug 26, 2013

Aug 26, 2013

Aug 26, 2013

Aug 26, 2013

Aug 26, 2013

Aug 26, 2013

Aug 26, 2013

Aug 26, 2013

Aug 26, 2013

Aug 26, 2013

Aug 26, 2013

MoveOn.org

116

Page H-508

Aug 26, 2013

Aug 26, 2013
This highway would negatively affect a beautiful area of Arizona and increase growth in that area ruining it
even more. Pima County does not have the money to adequately take care of it's current size, much less add
this to its responsibility.

Aug 26, 2013

Aug 26, 2013

Aug 26, 2013
Let's focus on increased rail shipments and a high-speed rail line between Tucson and Phoenix instead of
continuing to look for more ways to put more concrete and blacktop down in the desert and in our cities.

Aug 26, 2013

Aug 26, 2013

Aug 26, 2013

Aug 26, 2013

Aug 26, 2013

MoveOn.org

117

Page H-509

Aug 26, 2013

Aug 26, 2013

Aug 26, 2013

Aug 26, 2013

Aug 26, 2013
Much needs to be done before any possible decision for an alternative route can even be decided. What are the
other Alternatives? Environmental and community impacts? etc.

Aug 26, 2013
This is a shameless pro-growth, pro-development proposal with complete disregard for the desert and its
inhabitants -- human and otherwise. The Avra valley, notably the western slopes of the Tucson Mountain
range is already seeing deterioration due to the interference of the CAP -- despite the mitigation corridor. This
is no way to treat the Sonoran Desert -- a unique national treasure.

Aug 26, 2013
Thhis would destroy a beautiful part of our Sonoran Desert

Aug 26, 2013
Urban sprawl is killing us and the environment that sustains our livelihoods and the economy. This is a desert,
not Chicago.

Aug 26, 2013
MoveOn.org
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Page H-510

Page H-511

Aug 26, 2013

Aug 26, 2013

Aug 26, 2013

Aug 26, 2013

Aug 26, 2013

Aug 26, 2013
This highway is not needed and will trespass through some very sensitive, beautiful landscape. Our goal
should be to reduce travel on highways, not increase it. This effort will jeopardize the whole bond election.
Preserve southern Arizona.

Aug 26, 2013
I agree most heartily with Robin. She words her opposition quite well. I am against the proposal to construct
an I-11 bypass.

Aug 25, 2013

Aug 25, 2013

Aug 24, 2013

MoveOn.org

120

Page H-512

Thank you for reviewing carefully any plans to disturb the desert for yet one more highway. We must
responsibly protect the desert lands, its history, culture, sustainability - Please consider alternative, creative
ways to meet all the needs without building one more highway. Many thanks, Jhan

Aug 24, 2013

Aug 24, 2013

Aug 24, 2013

Aug 24, 2013

Aug 24, 2013

Aug 24, 2013
Stop urban sprawl and noise pollution from creeping into our beautiful valley. The beauty and preservation of
AZ Sonora Desert Museum and Sahuaro National Park West would be also be destroyed. Go elsewhere with
this plan.

Aug 23, 2013
I am 100 percent opposed to i11 through picture rocks on any route. I am for i11 on i10.

Aug 23, 2013

Aug 23, 2013

MoveOn.org
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Page H-513

Aug 23, 2013

Aug 23, 2013
Yet another reason to oppose the I-11 Bypass route proposal is that rapidly developing autonomous vehicle
technology will reduce headspace (safe distance between vehicles), thus dramatically reducing highway
congestion. The I-11 bypass proposal is based on outmoded thinking and is entirely unnecessary.

Aug 23, 2013

Aug 23, 2013
Please do not destroy the Avra Valley, Saguaro Park West and the Ironwood Forest National Monument.
Consider using existing I-10. Do not destroy more of our Sonoran Desert.

Aug 23, 2013
This proposed route is totally impractical, because of t he impact it would have on our beloved Tucson
Mountains and the damage it would do to a very special region of our state.

Aug 23, 2013

Aug 23, 2013

Aug 23, 2013

Aug 23, 2013
Cancerous "bypass sprawl" is not environmentally responsible. We need to figure out how to reduce local
traffic on I-10.

MoveOn.org

122

Page H-514

Page H-515

Aug 22, 2013

Aug 22, 2013

Aug 22, 2013

Aug 22, 2013

Aug 22, 2013
The Avra valley should not be fragmented.

Aug 22, 2013
This is so absurd! We are widening I10 to cover this traffic. NO absolutely NOT!!

Aug 22, 2013

Aug 22, 2013
A terrible idea that should have died with the I-10 bypass.

Aug 21, 2013

Aug 21, 2013
This highway is totally unnecessary. Let's NOT build it and save the environment and the night sky instead.

Aug 21, 2013
MoveOn.org

124

Page H-516

No I-11 through Avra Valley. Why affect a valuable area of Southern AZ when it would make so much more
sense to add this interstate to the existing I-10 corridor. Why is money always a primary factor when our
environment is at risk?

Aug 21, 2013

Aug 21, 2013

Aug 21, 2013

Aug 21, 2013

Aug 21, 2013

Aug 21, 2013

Aug 21, 2013

Aug 21, 2013
Build a new road when they can't even maintain the ones we've got? Crazy!!

Aug 20, 2013
An Interstate highway through the Avra Valley would be a travesty of this desert environment and the history
and archeology of this special place.

Aug 20, 2013
MoveOn.org

125

Page H-517

Aug 20, 2013
As a child of the Southwest, I beg of you not to subject our beloved Avra Valley to this paving of paradise...

Aug 20, 2013

Aug 20, 2013

Aug 20, 2013

Aug 20, 2013
We neither want nor need another interstate. Allowing it's construction will create another Tucson on the west
side of the Tucson Mountains.

Aug 20, 2013

Aug 20, 2013

Aug 20, 2013
If this is for freight, use the railroads!

Aug 20, 2013

Aug 20, 2013

MoveOn.org

126

Page H-518

Page H-519

An interstate highway must have exits, and every exit will be a nexus for commercial development. I see a
valley viewshed and ecosystem ruined by this. Please reconsider.

Aug 20, 2013

Aug 20, 2013

Aug 20, 2013

Aug 20, 2013
There has to be a better way that's environmentally friendly!

Aug 20, 2013

Aug 20, 2013

Aug 20, 2013

Aug 20, 2013

Aug 20, 2013

Aug 20, 2013

MoveOn.org
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Page H-520

Page H-521

Page H-522

Page H-523

Page H-524

Aug 18, 2013

Aug 18, 2013

Aug 18, 2013
The nation's huge freeway system is not sustainable - expanding it is folly.

Aug 18, 2013
Time and time again, local residents have worked together with county, state, and federal entities to set aside
lands from development to promote the conservation and preservation of our natural and cultural resources.
This plan flies in the face of the hard work that has been done to date.

Aug 18, 2013
Too expensive, and too much destruction of habitat. Double-deck I-10 instead -- it's three times less
expensive.

Aug 18, 2013
Saguaro National Park and the Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum lie in the pristine desert habitat on the west
side of the Tucson Mountains. I 11 would create a small commercial city through the valley destroying the
views and appeal to thousands of money bearing visitors to the Tucson area.

Aug 18, 2013
Highway is important, however, please put it another place that doesn't affect so many people and animals.

Aug 18, 2013

MoveOn.org

133

Page H-525

Page H-526

Page H-527

Page H-528

Aug 17, 2013

Aug 17, 2013
no I-11 through Avra Valley

Aug 17, 2013

Aug 17, 2013
Please, for the love of God, do NOT let this interstate be built. it will ruin one of the most beautiful pieces of
land in America.

Aug 17, 2013

Aug 17, 2013

Aug 17, 2013

Aug 17, 2013
We do NOT need another freeway. It's time to protect what's left of the natural treasures of this state and keep
the existing environment safe.

Aug 17, 2013

Aug 17, 2013

MoveOn.org

137

Page H-529

Page H-530

Page H-531

Page H-532

Aug 16, 2013

Aug 16, 2013

Aug 16, 2013
This has been labeled a "Freight highway" to most of us residents in the Avra Valley area. As there is already
a freight depot at the Nogales border, AND a huge rail yard has been approved at Red Rock, AZ, 20-30 miles
W of Tucson, why not just add additional rail lines for this "Freight" to be railed too and make a truck hub
near or around the Red Rock rail yard facility, thus eliminating all this huge ADOT expenditures, (so much
cheaper to ship by rail anyway), and Red Rock does not have anything near the population of Tucson, let
alone Avra Valley, is practically out in the middle of nowhere!! Has this alternative ever been looked into or
proposed?

Aug 16, 2013
THIS SHOULD NOT EVEN BE AN OPTION!

Aug 16, 2013
That proposed new fwy would give me freewy front property. No Thank you!

Aug 16, 2013

Aug 16, 2013
It is a crime against the environment and against our ancestors to destroy beautiful wildlife habitat and
archeological resources.

Aug 16, 2013

MoveOn.org

141

Page H-533

America's past was defined by rapacious exploitation. Her future will be defined by balanced conservation.

Aug 16, 2013

Aug 16, 2013
Stay out of Avra Valley and double deck the current I-10.

Aug 16, 2013
get permission from the TohonoOodham nation to put a tool road as the by pass on their land and let them
have the income from the road to use for health care of their members

Aug 16, 2013
Keep our dark skies dark! Kitt Peak will be affected by highway lights, as well as the residents in Avra
Valley. Don't take away my Milky Way!

Aug 16, 2013

Aug 16, 2013
Those 18 wheelers on the hi way will smog up this valley. I live near Sandario and Mile Wide so they will
prolly take my house too and I love my acre !

Aug 16, 2013
Please don't do this. Let's commit to ecologically sensitive development projects for the folks who live and
work here, and less enormous, expensive road-building!

Aug 16, 2013

MoveOn.org
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Page H-534

Aug 16, 2013
looks more like a faster route to Las Vegas then Canada!

Aug 16, 2013
Outrageous destruction of natural habitat for so much wildlife and the unique beauty of the Sonoran Desert.

Aug 16, 2013
We voted this down in the last election. It will cut off wildlife movements between the Tucson Mts and what
remains the only untouched portion of the AZ Sonoran Desert close to Tucson. It will hurt the tourist trade as
the Saguaro Park West is the #1 favorited destination. This bypass will enable drug runners an easy path for
moving Mexican drugs north, west and east into the US. It will pollute the environment with the fumes from
diesel engine semi-trucks hauling produce from Mexico. It is also a violation of the Environmental Justice
ruling to protect low-income homes from industrial pollution. We already have sand and gravel pits and
Portland Cement on Avra Valley Road. We have two dumps, one at Tangerine and one large one on Avra
Valley road. We have the limestone open pit mine that has devoured one of the Twin Peaks and is building up
high mounds of waste rock. We have the Marana Airport, and a Solar Panel Farm. We have heavy Waste
Management trucks tearing up our roads and polluting the air. We have the CAP Canal and Silverbell Mine.
We also have Native American historical sites and religious sites. We have crop dusting planes to spray fields
and defoliant on the cotton fields. I-11 will cost billions of dollars more than double decking 9 miles of I-10,
and our taxes are high enough. Follow the money and see who will profit the most from this highway while
the taxpayers foot the bill. Please vote against this plan. Thank you.

Aug 16, 2013

Aug 16, 2013

Aug 16, 2013

Aug 16, 2013

MoveOn.org
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Page H-535

Page H-536

Page H-537

Page H-538

As a small business owner of a vacation rental overlooking the Avra Valley, I can attest to the importance of
maintaining the peace and solitude of this area as an economic matter. We do not need the urban sprawl that
would result from an intrusive highway through this area with its important historic, environmental and
archeological assets.

Aug 16, 2013
CHUCK THE HUCKELBERRY HIGHWAY !! Save the Avra Valley. Double-decking six miles of I-10 is
cheaper and according to ADOT, will do everything they want done.

Aug 16, 2013
A DOUBLE DECKER HIGHWAY OVER I10 IS WHAT NEEDS TO BE DONE TO SAVE MONEY AND
DESTRUCTION OF THE IRREPLACEABLE DESERT.

Aug 16, 2013
It would be a travesty to ruin the beauty of the unique saguaro forest in the Avra Valley with the noise, air and
visual pollution of the proposed bypass.

Aug 16, 2013
This is a ridiculous proposal. The damage and losses to a beautiful historic, area, the environment, wildlife
habitat, and the people who reside in the area is not even remotely justified by the minimal benefit this project
will provide. The wishes of the people should always take precedent over business interests. The people ARE
the economy, and the people themselves will decide what is in their best economic interests.

Aug 16, 2013

Aug 16, 2013
As an Avra Valley property owner, I strongly oppose any proposals to run the 1-11 highway through the Avra
Valley.

Aug 16, 2013
MoveOn.org
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Page H-539

Page H-540

Aug 16, 2013

Aug 16, 2013

Aug 16, 2013
Sure hope this does NOT happen...the land on the west side of the mountains should remain raw and pristine
forever.

Aug 16, 2013

Aug 16, 2013

Aug 16, 2013

Aug 16, 2013

Aug 16, 2013
My business and home are in Avra Valley.We have lived here 13 years. We built here specifically to be in the
most untouched patr of the Sonoran Desert but still be able to enjoy Tucson city life. really, just double deck
10. Do you need to destroy all of Arizona?

Aug 16, 2013

Aug 16, 2013

Aug 16, 2013

MoveOn.org
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Page H-541

Page H-542

Page H-543

Page H-544

Page H-545

Page H-546

Page H-547

Page H-548

Page H-549

Page H-550

Page H-551

Page H-552

31 May 2017
To: Arizona Department of Transportation
Re: Interstate 11 (I-11) Corridor Study Comments
Dear Interstate 11 Tier 1 EIS Study Team,
I am a conservation biologist who has lived and worked in Tucson for 25 years. For the last 18 years my
research has focused on the population genetics of desert tortoise and other, local reptiles and I share
my comments with you from the perspective of someone who has an intimate knowledge of landscape
connectivity across the desert southwest.
In my review of the proposed alternative actions for the Interstate 11 Corridor, I favor options that colocate with existing transportation facilities. Specifically, in the South Section I am opposed to Corridor
Alternatives C & D which will negatively impact Saguaro National Park and Ironwood Forest National
Monument. I favor A, B & G which follow existing routes. In the Central Section, I favor alternatives H, K
& Q as opposed to building new roadways such as with alternatives J, O & P. In the Northern Section,
although there is an existing roadway along highways 60 and 93, these already bisect an
environmentally sensitive area. Although options S and T are considered better in meeting the criteria
for sensitive environmental resources, unfortunately, they would require new infrastructure which bring
with them new development, branching roads, and more traffic.
While an important part of our nation’s infrastructure, roads unfortunately have a number of negative
impacts on our environment; sound pollution, light pollution, air pollution, scenic views and of course
direct and indirect impacts on wildlife. In addition to direct mortality, roads result in habitat
fragmentation which impacts the long-term sustainability of wildlife populations. Many of the reptile
species that I work most closely with, such as desert tortoise (Gopherus morafkai), Gila Monster
(Heloderma suspectum) and chuckwalla (Sauromalus atar) are distributed across the landscape in small,
disjunct patches and for which the immigration of individuals among populations is critical for the longterm maintenance of populations (through “gene flow”; the movement of individuals, and/or the
genetic material they carry, from one population to another). In my population genetic study of desert
tortoises in southern Arizona that was published in the journal of Conservation Biology in 2004, I
observed that anthropogenic barriers obstruct movements of tortoises between populations and disturb
patterns of gene flow. Out of the nine populations included in my study, all but two population pairs
currently have human barriers that seriously obstruct natural tortoise movements.
Habitat fragmentation through the construction of roads results in smaller populations with limited to
no gene flow. Smaller populations are then more susceptible to other habitat disturbances and are
negatively affected genetically through increased inbreeding and a reduction in heterozygosity, each of
which can result in further reductions in population size. This negative feedback loop is referred to as an
“extinction vortex”. Each new road that causes further habitat fragmentation and degradation is
another step toward this negative cycle. In a recent study I contributed to on Gila Monsters, we
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I-11 Routing Comments



Suggested Routing:
o Run north to the east of the White Tank Mountain Regional Park (along 303 corridor).
o In area of Deer Valley Road (north of Sun City West) turn west.
o Then turn north at the existing transmission line corridor west of Vulture Peak area.
Follow this north to Hwy 60.
o From Hwy 60 head roughly north to intercept the Hwy 93 / Hwy 71 intersection.



Alternate Southern-End Routing:
o Run north on the west side of the White Tank Mountain Regional Park from I-10 (along
alignment of the Sun Valley Parkway).
o Turn northwest following the existing transmission line corridor that parallels part of
Aquila Road, crosses Vulture Mine Road, and heads north to the west of Vulture Peak
area up to Hwy 60.



Alternate Northern-End Routing:
o Run north to the east of the White Tank Mountain Regional Park (along 303 corridor).
o Between Wittman and Morristown, turn west following the existing transmission line
corridor south of the Whispering Ranch area (roughly along the “West Dove Valley Road”
alignment).
o Connect with the suggested alignment heading north.



Advantages:
o Follows existing utility corridors – avoids creating significant new impacts.
o Offers close proximity to the planned Forepaugh Industrial Rail Park (approx. 2.5 miles)
 Access to BNSF and Arizona & California Railroad rail-lines
o Offers close proximity to Wickenburg Airport Industrial Park (approx. 8.5 miles)
o Offers access to the Wickenburg area from the southeast via Hwy 60, from the south via
Vulture Mine Road, from the west via Hwy 60, and from the northwest via Hwy 93. This is
accomplished without attempting to run an interstate through the Wickenburg historic
townsite and established residential areas.
o Allows access to Hwy 89 north (Prescott) via Hwy 71 / Congress.
o Minimizes community impacts. The reason that people want to live in and visit
Wickenburg is its laid-back, rural, western charm. Running an interstate highway right
down the middle of the community would destroy the very essence of this community,
and subject the residents to increased traffic and noise. Bypassing the historic corridor
while allowing easy access as noted above enhances, rather than detracts from the
community.
o Bypassing the existing Wickenburg area Highway 60 / Highway 93 corridor also avoids the
expense and attendant disruption of purchasing and relocating residences, re-aligning
streets, adding access ramps and frontage roads, relocating utilities.
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Phoenix to
Wickenburg Area
I-11 Routing
Red Line is the suggested routing.
Blue Line is the alternative
southern-end routing.
Green Line is the alternative
northern-end routing.
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347 individuals submitted this form postcard during the comment period.
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185 individuals submitted this form postcard during the comment period.
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